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ELECTROANATOMICAL MAPPING

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to the determination and representation of physiological

information relating to a heart surface such as electroanatomical mapping and annotation.

BACKGROUND

Use of minimally invasive procedures, such as catheter ablation, to treat a variety of

heart conditions, such as supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias, is becoming

increasingly more prevalent. Such procedures involve the mapping of electrical activity in the

heart (e.g., based on cardiac signals), such as at various locations on the endocardium surface

("cardiac mapping"), to identify the site of origin of the arrhythmia followed by a targeted

ablation of the site. To perform such cardiac mapping a catheter with one or more electrodes

can be inserted into the patient's heart chamber.

Conventional 3D mapping techniques include contact mapping and non-contact

mapping. In contact mapping techniques one or more catheters are advanced into the heart.

Physiological signals resulting from the electrical activity of the heart are acquired with one or

more electrodes located at the catheter distal tip after determining that the tip is in stable and

steady contact with the endocardium surface of a particular heart chamber. Location and

electrical activity is usually measured sequentially on a point-by-point basis at about 50 to 200

points on the internal surface of the heart to construct an electro-anatomical depiction of the

heart. The generated map may then serve as the basis for deciding on a therapeutic course of

action, for example, tissue ablation, to alter the propagation of the heart's electrical activity

and to restore normal heart rhythm. On the other hand, in non-contact-based mapping

systems a multiple electrode catheter is percutaneously placed in the heart chamber of interest.

Once in the chamber, the catheter is deployed to assume a 3D shape. Using the signals

detected by the non-contact electrodes and information on chamber anatomy and relative

electrode location, the system provides physiological information regarding the endocardium

of the heart chamber.



SUMMARY

In some aspects, a method for providing information about a patient's heart includes

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The

method also includes generating the electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart based

on the signals measured at the electrodes and information about the positions of the electrodes.

The method also includes generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured

signals by applying one or more operators to the measured signals. The method also includes

conveying at least some of the annotation information to a user.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The annotation information can include information related to activation time.

The annotation information can include information related to double activation.

The annotation information can include information related to fractionation.

The annotation information can include information related to voltage amplitude.

The annotation information can include information related to spectral content.

Generating the annotation can include identifying at least one of regions of the heart

having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the heart

having fractionation, and regions of the heart having no activation.

Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect double deflections and conveying at least some of the annotation information

can include displaying an indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart

identifying regions of double deflections.

Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect fractionation and conveying at least some of the annotation information can

include displaying an indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart

identifying regions of fractionation.

Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect no activation and conveying at least some of the annotation information can

include displaying an indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart

identifying regions of no activation.



The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to the automatically

generated annotation information for a specified measured signal and modifying, by the

computer, annotation information for one or more additional measured signals based on the

change.

Modifying the annotation information can include automatically modifying the

annotation information by the computer. Adjusting the annotation information for one or more

additional measured signals can include automatically adjusting annotation information for one

or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

The measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal can include

signals at positions within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

The signals measured at the one or more electrodes can include electrograms.

The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to the automatically

generated annotation information for a specified electrogram and automatically, by the computer,

adjusting the annotation information for other electrograms based on the operator change to the

annotation information for the specified electrogram.

The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to an activation time

for a specified measured signal and automatically, by the computer, adjusting activation times

for one or more additional measured signals based on the operator change.

At least some of the signals measured at the one or more electrodes can include

electrograms.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information

based- on a specified electrogram and spatially neighboring electrograms.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can include electrograms within a predefined

distance.

Generating the annotation information can include for electrograms including multiple

deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple deflections based on timing information for the

multiple deflections and timing information for deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms

and using the selected deflection to determine the annotation information.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can include electrograms within a set distance to the

specified measured signal.



Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information for

a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location

corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at one or more additional electrodes

at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location corresponding to the specific location.

The one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the specific

location can include one or more additional electrodes within a set distance to the specified

measured signal.

Generating the annotation information can include using spatial information about the

positions at which the signals were measured to determine local timing information.

Generating the annotation information can include using signals measured by multiple,

different electrodes to determine local timing information.

The one or more electrodes can include one or more electrodes on an intracardiac

catheter.

Conveying at least some of the annotation information to the user can include displaying

an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart and at least some of the annotation

information.

The method can also include inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes

into the heart cavity and moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart

cavity.

The method can also include synchronizing the signals measured at the multiple positions

with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

The method can also include generating the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple locations of the

endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by processing the

synchronized signals.

Processing the synchronized signals can include processing the synchronized signals as

though they were obtained at one time.

The method can also include generating an electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart.



The method can also include generating the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart comprises determining physiological information by processing the measured

signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's equation.

The method can also include displaying at least a portion of the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

The treatment can include ablation of one or more selected regions of the heart.

The treatment can include cell therapy, gene therapy, or the application of other

biological agents.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface by

applying a transformation function to the signals, wherein the transformation function relates

signals measured from at least some of the different positions in the heart cavity to the

physiological information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface further can include determining the transformation function by calculating

a forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of

the endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

The inverting can include reformulating an underdetermined matrix inversion by

regularization.

The inverting can include a least squares minimization.

The method can also include selecting a subset of less than all of the signals and

generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected subset

of less than all of the signals.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the signals

measured at the electrodes and information about the positions of the electrodes with respect to

the endocardium surface.



In some aspects, a system for providing information about patient's heart includes one or

more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the heart cavity in response to

electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The system also

includes an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes. The electronic processor

is configured to generate an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

signals measured at the electrodes and information about the positions of the electrodes, generate

annotation information for the measured signals by applying one or more operators to the

measured signals, and convey at least some of the annotation information to a user.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The annotation information can include information related to activation time.

The annotation information can include information related to double activation.

The annotation information can include information related to fractionation.

The annotation information can include information related to voltage amplitude.

The annotation information can include information related to spectral content.

The electronic processor can configured to generate the annotation information by

identifying at least one of regions of the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart

having multiple deflections, regions of the heart having fractionation, and regions of the heart

having no activation.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect double deflections and the electronic

processor can be configured to convey at least some of the annotation information by displaying

an indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart identifying regions of

double deflections.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect fractionation and the electronic processor

can be configured to convey at least some of the annotation information by displaying an

indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart identifying regions of

fractionation.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect no activation and the electronic processor

can be configured to convey at least some of the annotation information by displaying an



indicator on an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart identifying regions of no

activation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to the automatically generated annotation information for a specified measured signal and

modify annotation information for one or more additional measured signals based on the change.

The electronic processor can be configured to modify the annotation information by

automatically modifying the annotation information.

The electronic processor can be configured to adjust the annotation information for one

or more additional measured signals by automatically adjusting annotation information for one

or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

The measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal can include

signals at positions within a radius of influence to the specified measured signal.

The signals measured at the one or more electrodes can be electrograms.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to the automatically generated annotation information for a specified electrogram and

automatically adjust the annotation information for other electrograms based on the operator

change to the annotation information for the specified electrogram.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to an activation time for a specified measured signal and automatically adjust activation times for

one or more additional measured signals based on the operator change.

At least some of the signals measured at the one or more electrodes comprise

electrograms.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

generating annotation information based on a specified electrogram and spatially neighboring

electrograms.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can be electrograms within a set distance to the

specified measured signal.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate for electrograms including

multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple deflections based on timing

information for the multiple deflections and timing information for deflections in spatially



neighboring electrograms and using the selected deflection to determine the annotation

information.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can include electrograms within a set distance to the

specified measured signal.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at

one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location

corresponding to the specific location.

The one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the specific

location can include one or more additional electrodes within a set distance to the specified

measured signal.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

using spatial information about the positions at which the signals were measured to determine

local timing information.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information using

signals measured by multiple, different electrodes to determine local timing information.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

The electronic processor is further configured to comprising synchronize the signals

measured at the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate an electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by

processing the synchronized signals.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information by processing the

measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's

equation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to display at least a portion of the

electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.



The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation function to the signals,

wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least some of the different

positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface can include determining the transformation function by calculating a

forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select a subset of less than all of the

signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

In some aspects, a method for providing information about a patient's heart can include

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The

method can also include generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured

signals by applying one or more operators to the measured signals to identify at least one of

regions of the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections,

regions of the heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and

regions of the heart having no activation. The method can also include generating, by the

computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that includes at least some of

the annotation information.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The annotation information can include information related to activation time.

The annotation information can include information related to double activation.

The annotation information can include information related to fractionation.

The annotation information can include information related to voltage amplitude.

The annotation information can include information related to spectral content.



Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect double deflections and generating the electroanatomical representation can

include identifying regions of double deflections.

Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect fractionation and generating the electroanatomical representation can include

identifying regions of fractionation.

Generating the annotation information can include applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect no activation and generating the electroanatomical representation can include

identifying regions of no activation.

The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to the annotation

information for a specified measured signal and modifying, by the computer, annotation

information for one or more additional measured signals based on the change.

Modifying the annotation information for one or more additional measured signals can

include automatically adjusting annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

Fenerating the annotation information can include generating annotation information

based on a specified electrogram and spatially or temporally neighboring electrograms.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information for

a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location

corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at one or more additional electrodes

at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location corresponding to the specific location.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information for

a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location

corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured at one or more previous beats at the

same electrode.

The one or more electrodes can include one or more electrodes on an intracardiac

catheter.

The method can also include inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes

into the heart cavity and moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart

cavity.



The method can also include synchronizing the signals measured at the multiple positions

with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

The treatment can include ablation of one or more selected regions of the heart.

The treatment can include cell therapy, gene therapy, or the application of other

biological agents.

The method can also include selecting a subset of less than all of the signals and

generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected subset

of less than all of the signals.

In some aspects, a method for providing information about a patient's heart can include

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The

method can also include generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured

signals by applying one or more operators on a specified measured signal and spatially or

temporally neighboring measured signals. The method can also include generating, by the

computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that includes at least some of

the annotation information.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The annotation information can include information related to activation time.

The annotation information can include information related to double activation.

The annotation information can include information related to fractionation.

The annotation information can include information related to voltage amplitude.

The annotation information can include information related to spectral content.

Generating the annotation information can include applying one or more operators to the

measured signals to identify at least one of regions of the heart having double deflections,

regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the heart having fractionation, regions

of the heart having double activation, and regions of the heart having no activation.

The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to the annotation

information for a specified measured signal and modifying, by the computer, annotation

information for one or more additional measured signals based on the change.



Modifying the annotation information can include automatically modifying the

annotation information by the computer.

Modifying the annotation information for one or more additional measured signals can

include automatically adjusting annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

The measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal can be signals

at positions within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

The signals measured at the one or more electrodes can be electrograms.

The method can also include receiving from an operator a change to the annotation

information for a specified electrogram and automatically, by the computer, adjusting the

annotation information for other electrograms based on the operator change to the annotation

information for the specified electrogram.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can include electrograms within a predefined

distance.

Generating the annotation information can include for electrograms including multiple

deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple deflections based on timing information for the

multiple deflections and timing information for deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms

and using the selected deflection to determine the annotation information.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information for

a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location

corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at one or more additional electrodes

at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location corresponding to the specific location.

The one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the specific

location can include one or more additional electrodes within a predefined distance to the

specific location.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information for

a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location

corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured at one or more previous beats at the

same electrode.



Generating the annotation information can include using spatial information about the

positions at which the signals were measured to determine local timing information.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

The method can also include selecting a subset of less than all of the signals and

generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected subset

of less than all of the signals.

In some aspects system for providing information about patient's heart includes one or

more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the heart cavity in response to

electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The system also

includes an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes configured to generate

annotation information for the measured signals by applying one or more operators to the

measured signals to identify at least one of regions of the heart having double deflections,

regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the heart having fractionation, regions

of the heart having double activation, and regions of the heart having no activation and generate

by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that includes at least

some of the annotation information.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect double deflections and the electronic

processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by identifying

regions of double deflections.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect fractionation and the electronic processor

can be configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by identifying regions of

fractionation.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

applying an algorithm to the measured signals to detect no activation and the electronic processor



can be configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by identifying regions of no

activation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to the automatically generated annotation information for a specified measured signal and

modify annotation information for one or more additional measured signals based on the

change.

The electronic processor can be configured to adjust the annotation information for one

or more additional measured signals by automatically adjusting annotation information for one

or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

The measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal can be signals

at positions within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to an activation time for a specified measured signal and automatically adjust activation times for

one or more additional measured signals based on the operator change.

At least some of the signals measured at the one or more electrodes can be electrograms.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

generating annotation information based on a specified electrogram and spatially or temporally

neighboring electrograms.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can be electrograms within a set distance to the

specified measured signal.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by for

electrograms including multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple deflections

based on timing information for the multiple deflections and timing information for deflections

in spatially neighboring electrograms and using the selected deflection to determine the

annotation information.

Spatially neighboring electrograms comprise electrograms within a set distance to the

specified measured signal.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at



one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location

corresponding to the specific location.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the annotation information by

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured at one

or more previous beats at the same electrode.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

In some aspects, a system for providing information about patient's heart can include one

or more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the heart cavity in response to

electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles. The system can

also include an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes, wherein the electronic

processor is configured to generate annotation information for the measured signals by applying

one or more operators a specified measured signal and spatially or temporally neighboring

measured signals and generate an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that

includes at least some of the annotation information.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The electronic processor can be further configured to generating the annotation

information by applying one or more operators to the measured signals to identify at least one of

regions of the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections,

regions of the heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and

regions of the heart having no activation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to the annotation information for a specified measured signal and modify annotation information

for one or more additional measured signals based on the change.

The electronic processor can be further configured to adjust the annotation information

for one or more additional measured signals by automatically adjusting annotation information

for one or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured

signal.

The measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal can be signals

at positions within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

The signals measured at the one or more electrodes can be electrograms.



The electronic processor can be further configured to receive from an operator a change

to the annotation information for a specified electrogram and automatically adjust the annotation

information for other electrograms based on the operator change to the annotation information

for the specified electrogram.

Spatially neighboring electrograms can be electrograms within a predefined distance.

The electronic processor can be further configured to generate the annotation information

by for electrograms including multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple

deflections based on timing information for the multiple deflections and timing information for

deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms and using the selected deflection to determine

the annotation information.

The electronic processor can be further configured to generate the annotation information

by generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the

signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific location and signals

measured at one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode

location corresponding to the specific location.

The one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the specific

location can be one or more additional electrodes within a predefined distance to the specific

location.

The electronic processor can be further configured to generate the annotation information

by generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the

signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured

at one or more previous beats at the same electrode.

The electronic processor can be further configured to generate the annotation information

using spatial information about the positions at which the signals were measured to determine

local timing information.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

In some aspects, a method for providing information about a patient's heart can include

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles,

generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured signals by applying one or

more operators to the measured signals, and receiving from an operator a change to the



annotation information for a specified measured signal, modifying, by the computer, annotation

information for one or more additional measured signals based on the change, and generating,

by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that includes at least

some of the annotation information and at least some of the modified annotation information.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

Generating the annotation information can include identifying at least one of regions of

the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of

the heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and regions of the

heart having no activation.

Modifying the annotation information for one or more additional measured signals can

include automatically adjusting annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

Modifying the annotation information for one or more additional measured signals can

include automatically adjusting annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals in temporal proximity to the specified measured signal.

Generating the annotation information can include generating annotation information

based on a specified electrogram and spatially or temporally neighboring electrograms.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

In some aspects, a method for providing information about an electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart, the method includes measuring signals at one or more

electrodes at multiple positions in the patient's heart cavity over a time period including multiple

heart beat cycles, at least some of the signals being in response to electrical activity in the

patient's heart cavity. The method also includes applying an algorithm to one or more specific

signals of the measured signals to determine a triggering event in the specific signal. The

method also includes synchronizing, by the computer, the signals measured at the one or more

electrodes with one another according to a heart beat cycle based on the triggering event and

generating, by the computer, the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on

the synchronized measured signals and positions of the catheter electrodes.



Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

Applying the algorithm to the specific signal to determine the triggering event can

include selecting portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering event based

on a second, different signal of the measured signals.

Selecting portions of the specific signal can include selecting portions of the specific

signal to exclude from processing.

Selecting portions of the specific signal can include selecting portions of the specific

signal to include in processing.

The method can also include processing the second signal to determine an event

corresponding in time to a potential false triggering event in the specific signal and selecting

portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering event can include selecting a

portion of the specific signal that excludes the time period including the potential false triggering

event.

Applying the algorithm to the one or more specific signals signal to determine the

triggering event can include processing the specific signal using a sliding window integration to

generate a reference signal and analyzing the reference signal to determine the triggering event.

Applying the algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering

event can include processing the specific signal to generate a representation of instantaneous

energy and analyzing the representation of instantaneous energy to determine the triggering

event.

Applying the algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering

event can include applying an algorithm to generate a representation of the signal having reduced

jitter and analyzing the representation of the signal having reduced jitter to determine the

triggering event.

Applying the algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering

event can include applying an algorithm to integrate the signal over a window and apply an

operator to ensure the result of the algorithm is positive.

The one or more electrodes can include one or more electrodes on an intracardiac

catheter.

The method can also include generating, by the computer, annotation information for the

measured signals by applying one or more algorithms to the measured signals.



The method can also include conveying at least some of the annotation information to the

user.

The method can also include inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes

into the heart cavity and moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart

cavity.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface based on

the measured signals at the multiple positions by processing the synchronized signals.

Processing the synchronized signals can include processing the synchronized signals as

though they were obtained at one time.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information by processing the measured signals based at least in part

on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's equation.

The method can also include displaying at least a portion of the electroanatomical

representation of a patient' s heart.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

The treatment can include ablation of one or more selected regions of the heart.

The treatment can include cell therapy, gene therapy, or the application of other

biological agents.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface by

applying a transformation function to the signals, wherein the transformation function relates

signals measured from at least some of the different positions in the heart cavity to the

physiological information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface can include determining the transformation function by calculating a

forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.



The inverting can include reformulating an underdetermined matrix inversion by

regularization.

The inverting further can include a least squares minimization.

The method can also include selecting a subset of less than all of the signals. Generating

the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include generating the

electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected subset of less than

all of the signals.

In some aspects, a system for providing information about an electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart includes one or more electrodes for measuring signals at

multiple positions in the patient's heart cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat

cycles, at least some of the signals being in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart

cavity. The system also includes an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes,

wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply an algorithm to one or more specific

signals of the measured signals to determine a triggering event in the specific signal, synchronize

the signals measured at the one or more electrodes with one another according to a heart beat

cycle based on the triggering event, and generate the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart based on the synchronized measured signals and positions of the catheter

electrodes.

The electronic processor can be configured to apply the algorithm to the specific signal to

determine the triggering event by selecting portions of the specific signal to process to determine

the triggering event based on a second, different signal of the measured signals.

The electronic processor can be configured to select portions of the specific signal by

selecting portions of the specific signal to exclude from processing.

The electronic processor can be configured to select portions of the specific signal by

selecting portions of the specific signal to include in processing.

The electronic processor can be further configured to process the second signal to

determine an event corresponding in time to a potential false triggering event in the specific

signal and select portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering event by

selecting a portion of the specific signal that excludes the time period including the potential

false triggering event.



The electronic processor can be configured to apply the algorithm to the one or more

specific signals signal to determine the triggering event by processing the specific signal using a

sliding window integration to generate a reference signal and analyzing the reference signal to

determine the triggering event.

The electronic processor can be configured to apply the algorithm to the one or more

specific signals to determine the triggering event by processing the specific signal to generate a

representation of instantaneous energy and analyzing the representation of instantaneous energy

to determine the triggering event.

The electronic processor can be configured to apply the algorithm to the one or more

specific signals to determine the triggering event by applying an algorithm to generate a

representation of the signal having reduced jitter and analyzing the representation of the signal

having reduced jitter to determine the triggering event.

The electronic processor can be configured to apply the algorithm to the one or more

specific signals to determine the triggering event by applying an algorithm to integrate the signal

over a window and apply an operator to ensure the result of the algorithm is positive.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

The electronic processor is further configured to comprising synchronize the signals

measured at the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate an electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by

processing the synchronized signals.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information by processing the

measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's

equation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to display at least a portion of the

electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation function to the signals,



wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least some of the different

positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface can include determining the transformation function by calculating a

forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select a subset of less than all of the

signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

In some aspects, a method for providing information about an electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart includes measuring signals at one or more electrodes at

multiple positions in the patient's heart cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat

cycles, at least some of the signals being in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart.

The method also includes processing, by a computer, the measured signals to determine a metric

for each of the multiple heart beat cycles. The method also includes selecting, by the computer,

a subset of the measured signals based on the metric associated with the heart beat cycle. The

method also includes generating, by the computer, the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart based on the selected subset of measured signals and positions of the electrodes.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The metric can be a beat metric.

Measuring signals at the one or more electrodes can include measuring a signal indicative

of tissue proximity.

The signal indicative of tissue proximity can be a force measurement.

The signal indicative of tissue proximity can be an impedance measurement.

Processing the signals to determine a the metric can include processing the signals to

determine a measure of tissue proximity and selecting the subset of the signals based on the

metric can include selecting the subset of signals based on the measure of tissue proximity.

Selecting the subset of signals indicative of the measure of tissue proximity can include

selecting signals within about 3 mm of the endocardium surface.



Measuring signals at the one or more electrodes can include measuring a force on a

catheter.

Measuring the signals can include measuring a signal indicative of contact with the

endocardium surface, processing the signals to determine the metric can include processing the

signal indicative of contact with the endocardium surface to determine a force measure, and

selecting the subset of the signals based on the metric can include selecting the subset of signals

having a force measure within a predetermined range.

Selecting the subset of signals having a force measure within a predetermined range can

include selecting signals having a force measure above a first threshold and below a second

threshold.

The metric can include an indication of contact with the endocardium surface.

The metric can include an indication of signal propagation and selecting, by the

computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric can include selecting the subset

of signals having metrics associated with normal signal propagation.

Measuring the signals can include measuring a first signal at a first electrode located in a

first stable location and measuring a second signal at a second electrode located in a second

stable location that is spaced apart from the first stable location, processing the measured signals

can include determining a timing difference between activations in the first signal and the second

signal, and selecting the subset of the measured signals can include selecting the subset of signals

having a timing difference within a predetermined range.

Selecting the subset of the measured signals based on the metric can include selecting a

subset of the measured signals for beats during which capture of a pacing signal occurred.

Measuring the signals can include measuring a pacing signal and measuring a second

signal located in a stable location, and processing measured signals can include determining a

timing difference between the pacing signal and activation in the second signal, the timing

difference providing information associated with capture of the pacing signal by the patient's

heart.

The metric can include an indication of ventrical activation and selecting, by the

computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric can include selecting the subset

of signals having metrics associated with the absence of ventricular activation.



The beat metric can include an indication of a far field signal and selecting, by the

computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric can include selecting the subset

of signals having metrics associated with the absence of the far field signal.

The metric can include an indication of electrogram consistency for spatially correlated

signals, with the spatially correlated signals being measured at similar locations within the heart

cavity, and selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

can include selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is within a

predetermined range.

Processing signals to determine a metric can include processing location information

associated with the signals to determine signals measured at similar locations and processing the

signals measured at similar locations to determine a measure of similarity between the signals

measured at the similar locations and selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured

signals can include selecting the subset of signals based on the measure of similarity.

The metric can include an indication of electrogram consistency for temporally related

signals, and selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

can include selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is within a

predetermined range.

Processing the signals to determine the metric can include processing the signals to

determine a measure of similarity between at least two spatially correlated signals and selecting

the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of signals based on the determined measure of

similarity between the at least two spatially correlated signals.

Processing the signals to determine the metric can include processing the signals to

determine a measure of similarity between at least two temporally correlated signals and

selecting the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of signals based on the determined

measure of similarity between the at least two temporally correlated signals.

The metric can be an indication of rapid changes in an electrogram.

Measuring the signals at one or more electrodes can include measuring the signals at one

or more intracardiac electrodes in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity.

The method can also include displaying the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart.



The method can also include inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes

into the heart cavity and moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart

cavity.

The method can also include synchronizing the signals measured at the multiple positions

with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface based on

the measured signals at the multiple positions by processing the synchronized signals.

Processing the synchronized signals can include processing the synchronized signals as

though they were obtained at one time.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information by processing the measured signals based at least in part

on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's equation.

The method can also include displaying at least a portion of the electroanatomical

representation of a patient' s heart.

The method can also include using the electroanatomical representation of a patient's

heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

The treatment can include ablation of one or more selected regions of the heart.

The treatment can include cell therapy, gene therapy, or the application of other

biological agents.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

determining physiological information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface by

applying a transformation function to the signals, wherein the transformation function relates

signals measured from at least some of the different positions in the heart cavity to the

physiological information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface further can include determining the transformation function by calculating

a forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of

the endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.



The inverting can include reformulating an underdetermined matrix inversion by

regularization.

The inverting can include a least squares minimization.

Generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart can include

generating the electroanatomical representation based on the selected subset of measured signals

and positions of the electrodes with respect to the endocardium surface.

In some aspects, a system for providing information about an electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart includes one or more electrodes for measuring signals at

multiple positions in the patient's heart cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat

cycles, at least some of the signals being in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart.

The system also includes an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes. The

electronic processor is configured to process the measured signals to determine a metric for each

of the multiple heart beat cycles, select a subset of the measured signals based on the metric

associated with the heart beat cycle, and generate the electroanatomical representation of the

patient's heart based on the selected subset of measured signals and positions of the electrodes.

Embodiments can include one or more of the following.

The metric comprises a beat metric.

At least one of the one or more electrodes can be configured to measure a signal

indicative of tissue proximity.

The signal indicative of tissue proximity can be a force measurement.

The signal indicative of tissue proximity can be an impedance measurement.

The electronic processor can be further configured to process the signals to determine a

the metric by processing the signals to determine a measure of tissue proximity and select the

subset of the signals based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals based on the measure

of tissue proximity.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select the subset of signals

indicative of the measure of tissue proximity by selecting signals within about 3 mm of the

endocardium surface.

At least one of the one or more electrodes can be configured to measure a force on a

catheter.



At least one of the one or more electrodes can be configured to measure a signal

indicative of contact with the endocardium surface and the electronic processor can be further

configured to process the signals to determine the metric by processing the signal indicative of

contact with the endocardium surface to determine a force measure and select the subset of the

signals based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having a force measure within a

predetermined range.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select the subset of signals having a

force measure within a predetermined range by selecting signals having a force measure above a

first threshold and below a second threshold.

The metric can be an indication of contact with the endocardium surface.

The metric can be an indication of signal propagation and the electronic processor can be

further configured to select the subset of the measured signals based on the metric by selecting

the subset of signals having metrics associated with a desired signal propagation.

The one or more electrodes can include a first electrode located in a first stable location

configured to measure a first signal and a second electrode located in a second stable location

that is spaced apart from the first stable location configured to measure a second signal and the

electronic processor can be further configured to process the measured signals by determining a

timing difference between activations in the first signal and the second signal and select the

subset of the measured signals by selecting the subset of signals having a timing difference

within a predetermined range.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select the subset of the measured

signals based on the metric by selecting a subset of the measured signals for beats during which

capture of a pacing signal occurred.

The one or more electrodes can include electrodes configured to measure a pacing signal

and a second signal located in a stable location and the electronic processor can be further

configured to process measured signals by determining a timing difference between the pacing

signal and an activation in the second signal, the timing difference providing information

associated with capture of the pacing signal by the patient's heart.

The metric can be an indication of ventrical activation and the electronic processor can be

further configured to select the subset of the measured signals based on the metric by selecting

the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence of ventricular activation.



The beat metric can be an indication of a far field signal and the electronic processor can

be further configured to select the subset of the measured signals based on the metric by

selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence of the far field signal.

The metric can be an indication of electrogram consistency for spatially correlated

signals, with the spatially correlated signals being measured at similar locations within the heart

cavity and the electronic processor can be further configured to select the subset of the measured

signals based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency

that is within a predetermined range.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select process the signals to

determine the metric by processing location information associated with the signals to determine

signals measured at similar locations and processing the signals measured at similar locations to

determine a measure of similarity between the signals measured at the similar locations and

select the subset of the measured signals comprises selecting the subset of signals based on the

measure of similarity.

The metric can be an indication of electrogram consistency for temporally related signals

and the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is

within a predetermined range.

The electronic processor can be further configured to process the signals to determine the

metric by processing the signals to determine a measure of similarity between at least two

spatially correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of

signals based on the determined measure of similarity between the at least two spatially

correlated signals.

The electronic processor can be further configured to process the signals to determine the

metric by processing the signals to determine a measure of similarity between at least two

temporally correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of

signals based on the determined measure of similarity between the at least two temporally

correlated signals.

The metric can be an indication of rapid changes in an electrogram.

The one or more electrodes can be one or more electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.



The electronic processor is further configured to comprising synchronize the signals

measured at the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate an electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by

processing the synchronized signals.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information by processing the

measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's

equation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to display at least a portion of the

electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.

The electronic processor can be configured to generate the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation function to the signals,

wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least some of the different

positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface.

The determination of the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface can include determining the transformation function by calculating a

forward transformation for relating the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface to the signals measured for the different positions of the catheter in the

heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

The electronic processor can be further configured to select a subset of less than all of the

signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

It is believed that the systems and methods described herein, can provide quick and

automatic ways to aggregate data acquired over multiple cardiac cycles while keeping the data

synchronized and selecting only data that can be used to generate a reliable electroanatomical

map.



It is also believed that the systems and methods described herein, can provide quick

and automatic ways to generate annotation information and display the annotation information

with the electroanatomical map.

Embodiments of the system may also include devices, software, components, and/or

systems to perform any features described above in connection with the methods described

herein.

Embodiments of the methods and systems generally disclosed herein can be applied to

determining the position of any object within an organ in a patient's body such as the patient's

heart, lungs, brain, or liver.

As used herein, the "position" of an object means information about one or more of

the 6 degrees of freedom that completely define the location and orientation of a three-

dimensional object in a three-dimensional coordinate system. For example, the position of the

object can include: three independent values indicative of the coordinates of a point of the

object in a Cartesian coordinate system and three independent values indicative of the angles

for the orientation of the object about each of the Cartesian axes or any subset of such values.

As used herein, "heart cavity" means the heart and surrounding tissue.

Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

belongs. In case of conflict with documents incorporated herein by reference, the present

document controls.

The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the accompa¬

nying drawings and the description below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the

invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of an exemplary electro-anatomical mapping process.

FIG. 2 shows exemplary waveforms with applied blanking windows.

FIG. 3 shows exemplary data signals from and ECG and an electrode in the coronary

sinus.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary data signals aitd processed data signals.

FIGS. 5 show exemplary data signals measured on an electrode in the Coronary Sinus.



FIG. 6 shows an exemplary data signals for respiration detection.

FIG. 7 shows an exemplary data signals for propagation time detection.

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary data signals for far field overlap detection.

FIGS. 9 and 10 show exemplary data signals for annotation determinations.

FIG. 11 shows exemplary electro-anatomical maps.

FIG. 12 shows exemplary data signals for annotation determinations.

FIG. 13 shows exemplary data signals for annotation determinations and adjustments.

FIG. 14 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary system.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Systems and methods are disclosed herein that provide a way to automatically

integrate measurements taken over multiple heart beats into a single cardiac map while

selecting and keeping only heart beats that can be used to generate a reliable electroanatomical

map. Systems and methods are also disclosed herein that provide a way to automatically

generate annotation information and display the annotation information with the

electroanatomical map.

Systems and methods for automating the process of generating an electroanatomical

map are disclosed herein. Electroanatomical maps can be used to guide the catheter ablation

treatment of cardiac arrhythmia by providing information on the anatomy and cardiac

excitation to help pinpoint the source of the arrhythmia. Existing mapping methodologies rely

on numerous manual operator inputs limiting mapping speed, repeatability and resolution.

Thousands of electrogram measurements are necessary in order to map a given cardiac

chamber with sufficient accuracy and resolution. Automation during data acquisition and map

construction enables a computer to process the large amount of data in a timely and accurate

manner. Systems and methods for automating the generation of reliable electroanatomical

maps using a computer are described herein.

In general, cardiac mapping systems can be used for automatically generating different

types of maps (e.g., with limited human intervention). Such maps display electrical data,

anatomical data, or a combination of both, and aid physicians in determining the source of



arrhythmias and in guiding therapeutic treatment, often in the form of RF ablation. An

exemplary mapping system is described, for example, in US 7,515,954, entitled "NON-

CONTACT CARDIAC MAPPING, INCLUDING MOVING CATHETER AND MULTI-

BEAT INTEGRATION" and filed June 13, 2006, the contents of which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

Some non-automated (e.g., manual) mapping methodologies can involve operator

review and input for each set of incoming data. In order to allow adequate time for review of

the incoming data, a limited set of information is provided to the operator for interpretation in

order to decide which data to add to the mapping dataset. While manual mapping allows the

generation of maps, the mapping process is relatively time consuming and the quality of the

maps highly operator dependent. Cardiac cycle length typically ranges from 0 . 5-1 .5s, a rate

too fast for an operator to manually review all incoming data during mapping. As a result,

with manual mapping most collected data is ignored thereby slowing the mapping process and

limiting map accuracy. In addition, manual mapping relies on quick analysis performed by

the operator which can lead to inconsistencies due to varying level of operator skill and

operator error. Systems and methods for automating the process of generating and possible

annotating an electroanatomical map are disclosed herein.

The impact of the application of the system and method described herein on mapping

time and map resolution can be high. For example, based on reported literature values, in

manual point by point mapping systems, the rate of point acquisition is 3 points per minute.

Following a typical mapping effort lasting 30 minutes, a map containing roughly 90 data

points on the cardiac surface is obtained. Using a multi-electrode mapping catheter such as

described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/005975 entitled "CARDIAC MAPPING

CATHETER" and filed on December 18, 2007, the contents of which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety, in 14 human patients has led to an average of 500 points per

minute, with typical mapping times of 10 minutes providing 5,000 data points on the cardiac

surface.

FIG. 1 shows a flow chart of an exemplary automated electro-anatomical mapping

process. A data stream (102) containing multiple signals is first input into the system. The

datastream may include signals such as intracardiac electrograms, surface electrocardiograms



(ECG), electrode location information originating from a variety of methodologies (magnetic,

impedance, ultrasound, real time MRI, etc.), tissue proximity information, catheter force

information (force spring sensing, piezo-electric sensing, optical sensing etc.), catheter

electrical coupling information, respiration phase and other physiological information, etc.

For the generation of specific types of maps, one or more signals may then be used as

reference to trigger and align the data stream relative to the cardiac, other biological cycle or

an asynchronous system clock resulting in beat datasets (104).

For each incoming beat dataset a number of beat metrics are computed (108). Beat

metrics may be computed using information from a single signal, spanning multiple signals

within the same beat or from signals spanning multiple beats. The beat metrics provide

multiple types of information on the quality of the specific beat dataset or likelihood that the

beat data is good for inclusion in the map dataset. Once beat metrics are computed, a beat

acceptance process (106) aggregates the criteria and decides which beat datasets will make up

the map dataset (108).

A surface map generation process (1 0) is then employed to generate surface map data

from the map dataset and surface geometry data. Surface geometry data may be generated

concurrently during the same data acquisition process using identical or different triggering

and beat acceptance metrics employing a surface geometry construction process ( 112). This

process constructs surface geometry using data such as electrode locations and catheter shape

contained in the data stream. Alternatively, previously collected surface geometry may be

used as an input to surface map data ( 116). Such geometry may have been collected

previously in the same procedure using a different map dataset, or using a different modality

such as CT, MRI, ultrasound, rotational angiography, etc. and registered to the catheter

locating system. The system selects the source of the surface geometry data (11 ) and

provides surface geometry data (118) to the surface map generation process (120). The

generation process (120) generates surface map data (122). The surface map data (122) may

provide information on cardiac electrical excitation, cardiac motion, tissue proximity

information, tissue impedance information, force information, or any other collected

information desirable to the clinician. Once obtained, the surface map data may be further

processed to annotate desired features from the underlying data, a process defined as surface



map annotation (124). Desired annotations can include instantaneous potential, activation

time, voltage amplitude, dominant frequency and other properties of the signal. Once

computed, the annotations are displayed superimposed on chamber geometry. If the number

of annotations is lower than the number of elements that make up the display of surface

geometry, surface map interpolation may be employed (126). Displayed maps can be

computed and displayed separately, or overlaid on top of each other (128).

Datastream

Referring back to FIG. 1, during the automated electro-anatomical mapping process a

data stream (102) provides a collection of physiological and non-physiological signals that

serve as inputs to the mapping process. The signals may be collected directly by the mapping

system, or obtained from another system using an analog or digital interface.

The data stream may include signals such as unipolar or bipolar intracardiac

electrograms (EGM), surface electrocardiograms (ECG), electrode and/or catheter location

information originating from a variety of methodologies (magnetic, impedance, ultrasound,

fluoroscopy, real time MRI, etc.), tissue proximity information, catheter force/ or contact

information obtained from a variety of methodologies, catheter tip or tissue temperature,

acoustic information, catheter electrical coupling information, respiration phase, blood

pressure and other physiological information. In addition, the dataset may contain additional

information such as catheter shape, electrode properties, etc.

Trisserins

Referring back to FIG. 1, during the automated electro-anatomical mapping process a

triggering process (104) defines a time instance around which a window of data from the data

stream is sampled. In some cases, a trigger event is detected from a physiological signal

designated as a reference signal. In other cases the trigger is asynchronous to the patient and

derived from a system clock. For example, when constructing an activation map it is



common to use an ECG or EGM signal as a reference. When constructing an anatomical

shell, however, such reference may not be necessary and system clock can provide a trigger.

When aggregating data from multiple cardiac beats to create an electroanatomical

map, it is be useful to trigger off of a stable reference in the data stream. The reference

provides alignment across beats to a desired phase in the cardiac cycle. In some examples, a

single signal source is selected for triggering (e.g. ECG lead II) and waveform attributes such

as minimum/maximum, absolute maximum, maximum/minimum slope, or first deviation

from baseline are used to detect a trigger. Signal morphology attributes, catheter motion and

noise sources can make it challenging to reliably and consistently trigger with such simplified

schemes. Inaccurate triggering, in turn, may lead to corruption in the map dataset and

resultant electroanatomical map. It is believed that using multiple signals to determine

triggering can provide various advantages in comparison to triggering schemes based on a

single signal.

Blanking

In some embodiments, it may be impractical to consistently trigger on a given signal

using the signal's waveform alone using simple criteria. For example, when mapping in the

right or left atrium it is often desirable to use a bipolar intracardiac signal as reference. To

avoid timing inaccuracy, it is important for this signal to trigger on atrial rather than

ventricular activation. A bipolar electrode pair positioned in the Coronary Sinus ("CS") is

frequently used as a reference for this purpose. Nonetheless, depending on patient specific

anatomy, the bipolar electrode pair may measure atrial and ventricular activation with

comparable amplitude. As a result, when using a single signal source, it is difficult to

consistently trigger on the desired atrial activation. Existing solutions to this problem include

searching for a different set of electrodes and when those are not available, repositioning the

catheter with the hope of finding a better trigger site. It is frequently the case that neither

approach is successful. This invention provides a means to overcome this problem using an

additional signal with dominant ventricular activation as a blanking reference.

FIG. 2 provides an example of this approach. Waveform B is a schematic of the

waveform used for reference triggering. The waveform has two dominant activations 130 and



132, the lower amplitude activation 132 being the desirable reference trigger. Clinically,

these two activations 130 and 132 can be ventricular and atrial activations measured on a

bipolar Coronary Sinus electrode pair, the atrial activation 132 being the desirable trigger. In

order to reliably trigger on the lower amplitude atrial signal 132, an additional waveform is

employed, waveform A. In this waveform, the undesirable activation is dominant and easy to

detect (e.g., as shown in activations 134). Clinically, this may be lead II of a surface ECG

signal where the trigger is the R wave. This waveform can be defined as the blanking

reference waveform. The timing detection algorithm can employ any of maximum, minimum,

maximum or minimum derivative, deviation from baseline, etc. as a detection criteria to find

the blanking reference timing of interest. Once the blanking reference is detected (e.g., once

the timing of activation 134 is detected), a blanking window 136 is defined for waveform B.

The blanking windowl36 has a defined offset and duration relative to the blanking reference.

The offset and duration are determined to be large enough so they include the entire

undesirable activation duration, but not too large so as to include the desirable activation

timing. Typical values when using ECG II as blanking reference waveform and Coronary

Sinus as reference trigger are 40ms for offset and 120ms for duration. When determining the

trigger in waveform B, signal is ignored during the blanking window. In this manner, the

impact of the undesirable signal is effectively ignored.

It is important to note that this approach can be used with other scenarios and signals.

For example, cardiac stimulation is often employed during mapping. It may be desirable to

trigger off of a biological signal rather than the stimulation signal. In a manner identical to

the one described above, a waveform with large stimulation signal may be employed as a

blanking reference waveform. A waveform with both stimulation artifact and signal

indicative of biological activation may then be used as the reference trigger.

Furthermore, there may be situations where more than one blanking reference is used

to determine triggering (e.g., two blanking signals, three blanking signals, four blanking

signals). For example, it is possible that both stimulator artifact and ventricular activation are

present on a signal where the desired trigger is atrial. In this case two blanking references can

be defined simultaneously.



In addition, rather than a blanking window, the blanking reference can define an

inclusion window. In this case the reference trigger in waveform B may be determined only

during the inclusion window constructed around the blanking reference in waveform A. For

example, this may be desirable when mapping in the ventricle. Once again, waveform A may

be ECG lead II and waveform B a bipolar set of electrodes in the Coronary Sinus. In this

case, an inclusion window around the blanking reference will be used to find ventricular

activation during the inclusion window in the Coronary Sinus waveform.

FIG. 3 shows blanking applied on signal collected from a human patient. Waveform

A is the blanking reference waveform, in this case ECG lead V4. Waveform B is the CS

waveform. A window 140 around the R wave 140 is applied on the CS signal. When looking

for a reference trigger or activation time on this signal, the period during which the blanking

window 140 exists is ignored.

Blanking is useful in triggering set-up but can also be used for annotation. For

example, blanking can be applied to individual EGMs, using a common blanking waveform

reference to avoid far field effects. Voltage amplitude and other annotations can also be

derived from the benefit from blanking.

Powered Triggering

FIG. 4 waveform A provides an example of a bipolar Coronary Sinus signal acquired

in a human patient. As the waveform demonstrates, the bipolar signal may exhibit multiple

upstroke components 150and downstroke components 152 during local activation.

Furthermore, the morphology of the signal may change substantially with small changes in

activation and catheter movement. As shown with arrows in waveform A, the timing of the

local maximum and minimum changes frequently and would lead to timing jitter in the map

dataset. For example, in the activation 154 the first upstroke component would provide the

local maximum while in activation 156 the second upstroke component would provide the

local maximum. Similarly, in the activation 154 the first downstroke component would

provide the local minimum while in activation 156 the second downstroke component would

provide the local minimum. Thus, timing based on the local maximum or local minimum



would experience timing jitter due to the selection of different activation times within the

signal.

As before, existing solutions to this problem can include searching for a different set

of electrodes and when those are not available, repositioning the catheter with the hope of

finding a more stable trigger site. Systems and methods described herein can overcome this

problem applying additional processing to the signal to search for a peak in instantaneous

power or an equivalent measure. Such triggering will be called powered triggering.

For a given sampled signal, S(n), the equation below provides the powered triggering

operator:

Equation 1

This operator squares and sums the signal over a finite window of 2 · N + 1 samples.

Once applied, simple local maximum detection can be robustly applied as shown in FIG. 4

waveform B. Maximum derivative detection can also be applied in this case. In practice, a

window duration of 70ms was found to perform well.

This operation is an instantaneous power estimate and as such is sign invariant and

less susceptible to local morphology changes. It should be appreciated that variations on this

operator could be provided. Those include applying an absolute value operator or any even

power to the signal. In addition, more elaborate window function such as Harming, Kaiser,

Blackman etc. or a frequency selective window could be employed.

This operator is useful in triggering set-up but can also be used for annotation. For

example, the operator can be applied to individual EGMs, and the activation timing found as



the maximum. Voltage amplitude and other annotations can also be derived from the powered

signal.

Beat Metrics andAcceptance

Referring back to FIG. 1, following triggering on a desired signal (104) beat metrics

(108) are used to determine beat acceptance (106). Each trigger event is referred to as a beat,

even though the event may be triggered from non-cardiac information. In the beat metric and

acceptance process, a beat window is defined around the occurrence of a trigger event. While

triggering identifies a desired event in a reference signal, many additional factors affect the

quality and relevance of data collected in any given beat. For example attributes such as

cardiac cycle length, catheter velocity, respiration phase, patient movement, injury current etc.

can affect the relevance of the data for inclusion in a map dataset for certain types of

electroanatomical maps.

In order to create a map dataset, some elements of a beat acceptance scheme is

automatically applied by a computer to incoming beats. The scheme applies a predetermined

set of beat metrics in order to add into the map dataset only beats that meet certain criteria. In

the case of a catheter with multiple electrodes a beat metric can affect the inclusion or

exclusion of all information collected by the catheter during the duration of the beat.

Alternatively, the beat metric can apply to and dictate the inclusion or exclusion of a subset of

the information collected by the catheter. In manual mapping systems this activity is

performed by the operator with limited information guiding their decision. Furthermore, beats

arrive at a rate ranging 0.2-1.5 seconds, a rate too fast for operator review.

Beat metrics can be directly used by an electroanatomical mapping system to automate

the mapping process. Nonetheless, the information provided by the beat metrics can also be

presented and used as additional operator input in a manual mapping system.

Beat metrics may be designed to provide both a binary YES/NO acceptance decision

as well as a value indicative of the acceptance level. When aggregating different beat metrics

into a beat acceptance decision a logical AND can be applied to all beat metrics. If desired, a

more elaborate function can be applied by the computer to either the set of binary decisions or

values in order to determine if a beat is to be added into the map dataset.



Beat acceptance and beat metrics may run in real time as the data stream is arriving

(e.g., the computer can process the data stream as the datastream is received). In addition, the

scheme can be rerun following data collection, potentially with different parameters (e.g., the

computer can re-process the data after collection). For example, a patient may present with

two intermittent rhythms during mapping. During the mapping process a map dataset

containing only beats with one rhythm may be collected, the other rhythm being rejected.

Following the mapping process, beat metrics can be recomputed and acceptance applied to

accept the second rhythm and produce a second map. Alternatively, the two rhythms can be

mapped simultaneously by setting up two beat acceptance and mapping pipelines, each

designed to accept and reject a different desired rhythm.

The following describes different exemplary beat metrics that can be applied to

incoming beats. It should be understood that other types of beat metrics can also be applied.

Mechanically Based Metrics

Respiration

Patient respiration has a number of effects on the heart mapping system. It leads to a

movement of the heart within the chest which can affect the accuracy of the catheter or

electrode locating system. Respiration also causes a deformation of the heart shape which can

be as high as 7mm in certain parts of the anatomy ("A Study of the Motion and Deformation

of the Heart Due to Respiration," Kate McLeish, IEEE Transactions On Medical Imaging,

VOL. 21, NO. 9, September 2002). In addition, respiration can displace diagnostic catheters

modifying their EGM measurement and may even slightly modulate cardiac rhythm.

As a result it is desirable to form a respiration beat metric used to detect respiration

phase and collect data during a consistent period in the respiratory cycle. The beat metric can

employ a number of schemes to collect respiration phase data.

In cases where a patient is mechanically ventilated, respiration phase information can

be provided directly through an interface to the ventilator. Respiration can also be detected

using a variety of standard means such as monitor belt and acoustic sensing.



Particularly applicable respiration phase sensing schemes during a catheter ablation

procedure include impedance detection and location sensor. In impedance detection, current

injecting electrodes can be placed on the body surface or in the body and set to inject current

in a desired frequency. The same current injecting electrodes, or any other electrodes, can be

used to monitor to the resultant potential which will have a significant respiratory effect in it.

FIG. 5 depicts the waveform measured on a body surface electrode positioned on the chest

when injecting current between electrodes in the Coronary Sinus and a body surface electrode.

As the figure shows, the signal is periodic. A range of values on the waveform can define the

desired range and be used for thresholding as shown by the bold dotted lines 170, 172 in the

figure. The beat metric value is the difference between the average value of the waveform

during the beat window and the center of the desired range (e.g., as indicated by the location

where the signal crosses the dotted line 174). Alternatively, the beat metric value can be the

difference between the median during the window or the instantaneous value during the

timing of the reference trigger and the center of the desired range. When the beat metric value

is within the desired range the beat metric receives a YES decision.

Alternatively, a location sensor can also be placed on the chest or in the body. The

location sensor may, for example, use magnetic locating technology. Sensor location can be

plotted over time with a similar range thresholding scheme described above. FIG. 6 shows

respiration detection using location information in a human patient. Waveform A shows ECG,

and waveform B shows the corresponding X, Y and Z coordinates of a location sensor placed

on the chest. In order to reduce the 3 coordinates to one waveform used for thresholding,

principal component analysis is applied to the X, Y and Z coordinates. The first component is

plotted in waveform C and used for thresholding. Multiple location sensors on or in the

patient can also be used in a similar manner.

Tissue Proximity

An important problem in the construction of electroanatomical maps is tissue

proximity determination. When a mapping catheter is maneuvered in the heart, it is difficult

to determine if it is in contact or in proximity to cardiac tissue. Various methods including

EGM review, ultrasound, flourscopy and tactile feel can be employed to determine contact.

However, those may lack proper sensitivity and specificity and may be difficult to incorporate



in an automated mapping procedure. For example, when the catheter is in contact with

infracted tissue, EGM properties and mechanical catheter movement may be indistinguishable

from those when the catheter is not in contact. Knowledge of tissue proximity is valuable for

both the constriction of the anatomical and electrical map.

A variety of methods can be employed to determine tissue proximity. For example,

tissue proximity assessment using impedance information such as described in in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 12/437,794 or coupling for example as described in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 12/096,071, the contents of each of which are hereby incorporated by

reference in their entirety can also be used as inputs for this beat metric. In the case of

impedance information, a current injecting electrode on the mapping catheter injects a current.

Measurements collected by the injecting electrode and/or other potential measuring electrodes

can be used to determine information about cardiac tissue and its proximity to the catheter and

its electrodes. This information can subsequently be provided on a per electrode basis, or

globally for the entire catheter.

A surface geometry construction algorithm may require electrode positions with close

wall proximity as an input. Tissue proximity information can be used in this case with

threshold values such that the computer system makes a determination about whether to

accept a beat based on the tissue proximity information and only accept beats and/or electrode

locations whose tissue proximity values indicate small distance to the wall. For example, a

threshold of 3mm may be used.

Similarly, for electrical mapping, only beats and/or electrode locations where tissue

proximity information indicates proper wall distance are desired in the map dataset. Range

thresholding can be similarly applied by the computer system to generate a beat metric and

decision to include only those measurements in the map.

Contact force between the catheter and the wall can also be determined and used as

metric. Force can be measured using a number of technologies including piezoelectric

crystals for example as described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/553,965, location

information on sensors separated by a resilient deformable member at the catheter tip for



example as described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/868733, and optical sensing for

example as described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11/237,053.

Force values can be divided into 3 ranges. The first range is low force, e.g. F<8g,

which indicates no wall contact. The second range is an intermediate amount of force, e.g.

8g<F<40g, which indicates proper wall contact. The third range is high force, e.g. F>40g,

which indicates excessive force possibly tenting and deforming cardiac anatomy.

Surface geometry construction algorithms used to create chamber anatomy may

require a map dataset with catheter positions both inside the chamber and with proper wall

contact. In this case, force information can be directly used as a beat metric with a range

thresholding scheme designed to only accept beats whose force is under the excessive force

threshold. For surface geometry construction algorithms that require positions with proper

wall contact alone as an input, force information can be used with threshold values that only

accept beats whose force value indicates proper wall contact.

For electrical mapping, only beats where the catheter force information indicates

proper wall contact are desired in the map dataset. Range thresholding can be similarly

applied by the computer system to generate a beat metric and decision to include only those

measurements in the map.

Catheter Movement

The mapping catheter is moved by the clinician to different sites in order to collect

measurements in multiple locations. In addition, the catheter experiences motion due to

cardiac contraction. The mapping system may assign a single location to electrodes during

the beat window using averaging, median or gating to the reference trigger or window center.

Excessive catheter motion during the beat window may lead to inaccuracy in the location used

to generate the map.

A beat metric can be defined to use the catheter velocity as an input. Using a range

thresholding scheme described above excessive catheter motion can automatically rejected

from the map dataset (e.g., automatically rejected by the computer system without substantial

human interaction).



Patient Movement

Similarly to respiration, patient movement can affect cardiac anatomy and catheter

tracking accuracy. A beat metric can be used to detect patient motion and reject data during

and/or following patient movement.

In the case of an external field generator, a single or multiple location sensors can be

place on the body surface or in the body in a stable location providing patient location

reference. The baseline position of the patient location reference can then be recorded. Once

mapping begins, the distance between the baseline position and current position of the patient

location reference can be generated using a range thresholding scheme. The patient location

reference and thresholding can be completed automatically by a computer system based on an

algorithm that does not require substantial human input.

Electrogram/Electrocardiogram Based Metrics

Various factors can affect the consistency of the electrical propagation sequence in the

heart during mapping. A few examples include, intermittent rhythm, pacing failing to capture,

and catheter physical contact leading to premature contractions. It is therefore critical to

verify that the underlying rhythm is the one desired for mapping before adding beats to the

map. Different metrics can be used to accomplish this using a computer system. The

computer system can receive data inputs, analyze the data, and make a determination about

whether to include collected data in an electroanatomical map and/or whether to provide an

annotation based on the observed consistency of the electrical propagation sequence in the

heart.

Cycle Length

The period of time between reference triggers is defined as cycle length. Cardiac

cycle length typically ranges 0.2- 1.5s. During an unstable rhythm, cycle length is likely to



vary across beats. Conversely, during a stable rhythm, cycle length is expected to stay stable

within a certain tolerance.

Cycle length can be computed by the computer for every incoming beat. Because a

computer system (as opposed to a human operator) analyzes the incoming signals to compute

cycle length, the determinations can be made in real time without delaying collection of the

data. One of two schemes, absolute and relative, can be used as in a range thresholding

scheme to derive a beat metric from it. In an absolute scheme, a cycle length value is defined

and the computer compares all incoming beats to that cycle length value. The value can be

measured while the desired rhythm is taking place. In other examples, the computer system

can execute a relative scheme by comparing the current cycle length to the one of the

preceding beat, or some other weighted function of neighboring beats. Based on the cycle

length information, the computer system can determine whether to include the data from a

particular cycle in the electroanatomical map.

Propagation Reference

While cycle length is a powerful metric for detecting rhythm, it is a global measure

that samples a single electrogram. As such, cycle length does not verify the propagation

sequence in the heart chamber and may allow beats with different underlying rhythms to be

included in the electroanatomical map. The computer system can use a propagation reference

to provide additional validation that the desired propagation sequence is taking place by

measuring the relative timing between a second cardiac signal and the reference trigger. The

propagation reference uses the same triggering scheme as the reference trigger, and can use

the same criteria (e.g., minimum/maximum) and enhancements (e.g., blanking) when

triggering. For example, in one case the reference trigger can be a bipolar signal from the CS

while propagation reference comes from bipolar electrodes in the right atrial appendage.

Once the timing of both signals is detected, their relative timing can be used as a beat metric.

In another example pacing may be used. In this case the reference trigger may be the

stimulator signal while the propagation reference can be a biological signal. Similar to the

previous example, if pacing is taking place in the CS, a bipolar signal from the right atrial

appendage can be used as the propagation reference, This case can provide particular

advantages because the propagation reference may be used to verify pacing capture. When



pacing, cycle length alone may be totally dependent on the stimulator input and as such

provide no useful physiological information for mapping.

FIG. 7 provides a schematic example of the above. Waveform A is the blanking

waveform used to provide a blanking trigger as previously described. Waveform B is the

reference trigger and waveform C is the propagation reference. The relative timing between

the triggers in waveforms B and C is used as a baseline and deviation from the baseline is

used as beat metric. In this case the chosen relative timing is 30ms. When the computer

system determines the difference in timing between the reference trigger and the propagation

reference exceeds a threshold the computer system rejects the beat and the beat signals from

the beat are not included in the data set used to generate the electroanatomical map. For

example, looking at the figure, if \TC - TB - 30ms\ ≤ 5ms the beat is accepted.

Similar to cycle length, either an absolute baseline difference or a relative difference

can be used by the computer system for a metric. In the case of an absolute difference, an

initial timing difference is used as baseline while the desired rhythm is observed. The

computer system compares the timing difference of subsequent beats to the baseline value. A

range thresholding scheme is then applied to derive a value and decision for the beat metric.

The computer system can also calculate a relative difference and use the relative difference in

this case such that the relative timing of the current beat is compared to that of the previous

one.

It should be understood that more than two EGMs can be compared to verify

propagation sequence. A number of propagation references can be defined each of which

provides a baseline value. The beat metric can be an average of the differences.

Furthermore, waveform aspects other than timing alone can be used to verify a

consistent relationship between EGMs. For example, a mathematical operator such as the one

described in Equation 1Equation Equati n- can be applied by the computer system on the

propagation reference waveform. As described, the operator reduces the deflections in the

waveform and provides a measure of local activation timing and energy. Subsequently,

correlation or root-mean-squared difference can be applied as the metric.

Far Field Overlap



Electrogram recordings aim to measure an electrical signal emanating from tissue

close to the electrode. Nonetheless, electrodes can pick up signal from tissue that is further

away, particularly if the activation in local tissue is substantially smaller in amplitude than

that of the signal that is further away. The signal picked up by the electrode from tissue that is

further away is called far field signal. When annotating electrogram recording in an

electroanatomical mapping system, it is important to annotate properties of local tissue, rather

than those of the far field component. For example, when collecting recordings in certain

areas in the atria (particularly when close to the tricuspid and mitral annulus) ventricular far

field signal may dominate the recordings, even when nearby atrial tissue is healthy.

In certain rhythms, particularly fast rhythms, a far field component may be present on

a recording during some beats but not during others. Examples include, atrial and ventricular

dissociation, or an n:l (n>l) relationship between the two. In those cases it is possible to

define a beat metric that rejects those beats that overlap with the presence of a far field signal

and avoid having the EGMs mis-annotated. The computer system can analyze incoming

signals to determine the presence of a far field component. For example, an additional data

signal can be measured to detect the presence of the far field signal. If the far field signal is

detected, the computer system can use the timing of the detected signal to provide a blanking

window during which data from the EGM data is discarded. Thus, if a significant far field

component is detected; the computer system discards the data (e.g., not include the data from

the beat in the data set used to generate the electroanatomical map).

FIG. 8 shows ECG and EGM recordings from an atrial tachycardia patient with 2:1

atrial ventricular conduction (as shown in signals A and B, respectively). Ventricular

activation is detected from the ECG signal in waveform A . The detected signal 180 from the

ECG is used by the computer system both as a blanking reference and as a far field rejection

reference. The blanking reference is used to robustly trigger on atrial activation in the CS

signal in waveform B which is used as a reference trigger, as discussed previously. A beat

window is defined around the reference trigger (e.g., beat windows 184a, 184b, 184c, and

184d). In this example, the beat window spans is slightly less than the full tachycardia cycle

length (90%). In addition, a far field rejection window 182a, 182b is defined by the computer

system around the far field rejection reference 180, in this case spanning 110ms. The beat



metric value calculated by the computer system is the overlap between the beat window (e.g.,

beat windows 184a, 184b, 184c, and 184d) and the far field rejection window (e.g., windows

182a, 82b). Whenever the overlap exceeds Oms, for example, the metric can return a NO

decision and the beat whose window contains ventricular activation is automatically rejected

by the computer system. In this example, far field rejection window 182a overlaps with beat

window 184a and, far field rejection window 182b overlaps with beat window 184s. Due to

the overlap of the far field rejection window with beats 182a and 182c, the data from beats

182a and 182c is discarded and not used by the computer system to generate the

electroanatomical map.

EGM Consistency

In some cases it is important to use attributes of electrograms collected by the mapping

catheter as beat metrics. For example, injury current is a local change of activation which can

result from mapping catheter tissue contact. In the case of injury current, EGMs recorded by

the mapping catheter will be altered, while EGMs on other catheters and the rhythm remain

unchanged. EGMs containing injury current can therefore be mis-annotated by the mapping

system. It is therefore believed to be valuable to provide a beat metric in which the computer

system automatically monitors the EGMs measured by the mapping catheter. One such beat

metric is EGM consistency.

EGM consistency looks to verify that measured EGMs are consistent within a certain

period of time or location. One type of EGM consistency metric can be EGM correlation

between the current and previous beat. In this metric, the computer system correlates the

EGM in each electrode on the mapping catheter to that of the previous beat (e.g., signals with

a temporal relationship are compared to one another). An average correlation across all

electrodes is then determined by the computer system. If the average correlation exceeds a

certain value (e.g., 0.7) the beat is accepted. This metric has a good probability of eliminating

recording corruptions that are intermittent, such as injury current discussed above. In

addition, this metric is able to reject beats when the catheter moved very quickly since the

recorded EGMs are likely to change as the catheter is moved.



Rather than the previous beat, EGMs can alternatively be compared to those

previously added to the map in a nearby location (e.g., signals with a spatial relationship are

compared to one another can be correlated by the computer system).

It is important to note that other methods can be applied to determine EGM

consistency. For example the average root-mean- square of EGMs across all or some of the

electrodes in neighboring beats or locations can be computed by the computer system. In

addition, attributes of the EGMs, rather than EGM themselves can be compared for

consistency. An example of such measure would be the detection of activation time on each

EGM and the computation of change in activation time across electrodes in neighboring beats

computed.

Is it also important to note that this metric can be applied on a per electrode, rather

than per beat basis.

Surface Geometry Construction

The surface geometry construction algorithm generates the anatomical surface on

which the electroanatomical map is displayed. Surface geometry can be constructed using a

system as described U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/437,794 entitled "Impedance Based

Anatomy Generation" and filed on May 8, 2008, the contents of which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

Alternatively, an anatomical shell can be constructed by the computer system by

fitting a surface on electrode locations that are determined either by the user or automatically

to be on the surface of the chamber. In addition, a surface can be fit on the outermost

electrode and/or catheter locations within the chamber.

As described, the map dataset from which the surface is constructed can employ

identical or different beat acceptance criteria from those used for electrical and other types of

maps. The map dataset for surface geometry construction can be collected concurrently with

electrical data or separately.

Surface geometry can be represented as a mesh containing a collection of vertices

(points) and the connectivity between them (e.g. triangles). Alternatively, surface geometry



can be represented by different functions such as higher order meshes, NURBS, or curvilinear

shapes.

Surface Map Generation

The combination of map dataset and surface geometry data allows for surface map

generation. The surface map is a collection of values or waveforms (e.g. electrograms) on the

surface of the chamber of interest, whereas the map dataset can contain data that is not on the

cardiac surface. One approach for processing the map dataset and surface geometry data to

obtain a surface map dataset is described in US 7,515,954, entitled "NON-CONTACT

CARDIAC MAPPING, INCLUDING MOVING CATHETER AND MULTI-BEAT

INTEGRATION" and filed June 13, 2006, the contents of which is incorporated by reference

herein in its entirety.

Alternatively or in combination with the method above, an algorithm that applies

acceptance criteria to individual electrodes can be employed. For example, electrode

locations exceeding a set distance (e.g. 3mm) from surface geometry can be rejected .

Another algorithm can incorporate tissue proximity information using impedance for

inclusion in the surface map data. In this case only electrode location whose proximity value

is <3mm would be included. Additional metrics of the underlying data can also be used for

this purpose. For example, EGM properties similar to beat metrics can be assessed on a per

electrode basis. In this case metrics such as far field overlap, EGM consistency, can be used.

It should be understood that variations on the method to project points from the map

dataset to the surface or to select appropriate points can exist.

Map Annotation

Once data is collected into surface map data, attributes relating to the collected data

may be automatically presented to the user. These attributes can be automatically determined

and applied to the data by the computer system and are referred to herein as annotations.

Exemplary annotations include activation time, the presence of double activation or

fractionation, voltage amplitude, spectral content, etc. Due to the abundance of data available

in automated mapping (e.g., mapping completed by the computer system with minimal human



input related to the incoming data), it is not practical for the operator to review and annotate

data manually. However, human input can be a valuable addition to the data, and so when

user input is provided it is necessary for the computer system to automatically propagate and

apply it to more than one data point at a time.

It is possible to use the computer system to automatically annotate activation time,

voltage, and other characteristics of individual electrograms. Activation time detection uses

methods similar to those previously described to detect a trigger and can similarly benefit

from the use of blanking and powered triggering operator.

Spatial Consistency

To further improve accuracy, in some cases it is useful to consider neighboring

electrograms during annotation. One form of considering neighboring electrograms is spatial

consistency: the computer system automatically adjusts annotations to improve physiological

plausibility and reduce map noise by making the annotations more spatially consistent.

For activation time mapping, three common conditions benefit from spatial

consistency:

Along a line of conduction block, electrograms frequently exhibit two or more distinct

deflections. Due to small variations in electrode position, orientation, and motion, natural

variation in activation strength, and electrical noise, the strength of the deflections within

electrograms will vary between beats even for a catheter held in the same nominal location.

For electrograms with multiple deflections, this variation in deflection strength causes

automatic timing annotation to randomly switch between the deflections when the strengths of

those deflections are similar. This results in jagged contours and mottling of the activation

map along the line of block which is physiologically improbable or impossible. This map

noise may hinder understanding of the activation pattern. In order to reduce the effects of

multiple deflections, the computer system automatically compares the activation timing

determined for the multiple beats and modifies the timing to select a different deflection when

differences between temporally correlated signals exist.



For macroreentrant circuits, the beat window should be close to the typical cycle

length to show the activation pattern for the entire chamber. Due to normal cycle length

variation, some cycles will be slightly shorter than the beat window. In some regions, the

electrograms measured during these shorter cycles will have deflections at both the start and

end of the beat window, where the deflection at the end is actually the next beat. Since the

deflection strength at the start and end is similar, automatic timing annotation may switch

between the start and end of the cycle. This introduces mottling of the activation map in the

region where the activation is transitioning from the end to the start of the beat window.

In regions of fractionation, electrograms may have long periods of relatively weak but

similar strength activation. This occurs because the electrode is measuring activation that

wends along a slow and convoluted path through mostly scar tissue near the electrode.

Automatic timing annotation in these regions may appear entirely random because the

selected time corresponds to an arbitrary peak in the fractionated electrogram, not the nominal

activation time at that location. This obscures the direction of propagation through these

regions.

FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 show 4 waveforms collected from a human patient. Going from

top to bottom, the first waveform is ECG lead V6, the second waveform is a bipolar recording

from CS electrodes 9-10, the third waveform is a unipolar electrotram in the mapping site and

the forth waveform is the time derivative of the unipolar recording. FIG. 9 shows three beats

in one location near a line of block (the first common condition). The minimum unipolar

electrogram slope, used in this case as timing annotation, alternates between the earlier and

later deflection between beats. This occurs despite minimal catheter motion and a stable

rhythm.

FIG. 10 shows a beat where both the current and next activation just fall within the

beat window (the second common condition). Automatic timing annotation may take the early

or late timing depending on which deflection happens to be larger.

When manually annotating activation time, experienced operators consider both the

electrogram being annotated and the surrounding activation times to create a consistent and



physiologically plausible map. The method described below performs a similar function

automatically.

Spatial Consistency Method

The Spatial Consistency Method provides a way for the computer system to

automatically reduce spatial variation in annotations in a way that is consistent with the

individual electrograms and with an adjustable degree of variation reduction.

This method has three stages:

(a) Individual electrogram analysis,

(b) Electrogram clustering, and

(c) Annotation adjustment.

Individual Electrogram Analysis

During this step, each electrogram is analyzed by the computer system using the

annotation criteria previously described to extract annotation candidates. The annotation

criteria define what aspects of the signal are used to determine activation and prescribe a

minimum activation threshold. An annotation candidate is an electrogram sample that exceeds

the annotation threshold and is a local annotation criteria extrema. Electrograms without

annotations candidates are considered to have no activation.

The computer system assigns a confidence value to every annotation candidate of

every electrogram. Many possible mappings from electrogram characteristics to confidence

values are possible. In one exemplary method, the mapping maintains three properties:

(a) Stronger deflections should have higher confidences;

(b) Similar strength deflections should have similar confidences across all

electrograms; and



(c) The numerical difference between confidence values should correspond to the

likelihood that higher confidence value is preferred.

One way to do this mapping is for the computer system to normalize the annotation

criteria amplitude to the range of annotation criteria amplitudes observed across all

electrograms at samples that exceed the detection threshold. This mapping is believed to

fulfill the first two properties enumerated above and adequately represents the third property.

If degree of variation reduction is zero, the computer system selects the annotation

candidate with the highest confidence value for each electrogram for the annotation for that

electrogram. If the some variation reduction is enabled, the computer system uses the

confidence values during the annotation adjustment to reduce spatial variation.

Electrogram Clustering

For each electrogram included in the map, a set of neighboring electrograms (e.g.,

spatially neighboring electrograms or electrograms within a predetermined distance from one

another) and associated weights are defined. One way of automatically defining these sets by

the computer system is to include all electrograms whose projected location is within a

specified distance (e.g., a radius of inclusion or radius of influence) of the projected location

of each electrogram included in the map. A variety of associated weighting functions could be

used. One option is the inverse of the distance; another is the cosine of the ratio of the distance

to the maximum distance. Both these methods are used in the iterative annotation adjustment

as described below.

Annotation adjustment

Annotation adjustment is a computer implemented optimization procedure that

improves spatial consistency to the target amount by automatically identifying and changing

the least certain annotations first. The goal is that annotations for electrograms with multiple

weak deflections should migrate from the strongest deflection to the deflection that is closest

to consistent with neighboring annotations as the target degree of spatial consistency is

increased. This produces an increasingly smooth map while changing the annotations that are

most likely to be erroneous.



The optimization problem is implemented by the computer system and involves a

large number of coupled variables (one variable per electrogram annotation, which depends

on the annotations of all electrogram' s neighbor) and is highly non-linear (each annotation can

only take a discrete set of values, and those values vary significantly across the map and

between neighbors).

To solve this problem in a tractable duration, a greedy iterative algorithm can be used.

This algorithm includes four steps:

(a) The computer system initializes all annotations with the highest confidence

candidate or marked as no annotation if no candidate exists.

(b) For each annotation, the computer system combines neighboring annotations to

produce an estimate of the annotation. This uses an interpolation function from the

neighboring annotations to the current annotation.

(c) For each annotation, the computer system computes the cost associated with

switching from the current annotation to the interpolated annotation.

(d) Based on the calculated costs, the computer system selects the lowest cost

annotation change and replaces that annotation with the interpolated value.

Increment the aggregate cost by the cost associated with this adjustment. Update

the interpolated annotations for neighboring annotations. Repeat this step while the

aggregate cost is less than the target total cost, which is based on the target degree

of spatial consistency.

For the interpolation function, a number of formulations are possible. One formulation

is inverse distance weighting with snapping to the closest candidate. For reentrant maps, the

interpolation should evaluate the base interpolation function twice for early and late points,

once while treating all points as early and once as late.

Many cost functions that combine the candidate confidences in various ways may be

applied to this problem. One method is to take the arithmetic difference between the

confidences.



This iterative algorithm incrementally "smoothes" the annotations by moving the least

certain annotations first but only to acceptable electrogram features.

FIG. 11 shows an example of applying this method to an activation map. The arrows

indicate a number of electrogram sites with double activations that are incorrectly timed

before applying the spatial consistency operation. After applying this operation, the map

shows a clearly defined line of block that is physiologically plausible.

Automatic CategoricalAnnotation

Certain electrogram categories are of particular clinical significance when constructing

an electroanatomical map. Since the operator is unable to manually review each point in the

surface map data, it is important to automatically annotate those categories by the computer

system. These include electrograms with double deflections, ultiple deflections, fractionation,

and/or no activation.

Automatically annotating electrograms with these categories assists the user in quickly

finding regions of interest.

A number of methods of using the computer system to automatically divide

electrograms into these categories are possible. All of these methods share the overall goal of

segmenting the electrogram into regions with and without activation and then categorizing

based on those segments. One method includes:

(a) For each electrogram, the computer system marks each sample of the electrogram

that exceeds the activation threshold for the annotation criteria. The act of marking

indicates that the sample of the electrogram is considered to during a period of

activation.

(b) For each marked sample of each electrogram, the computer system marks adjacent

samples within a specified window (maximum same activation duration). This fills

in small gaps that arise, for example, as the activation detection signal transitions

from positive to negative.



(c) For each electrogram, the computer system finds all the sequences of contiguous

unmarked samples that are longer than a second specified window (minimum

distinct activation separation). These are the periods of no activation. Discard any

period that begins at the start of the electrogram or ends at the end of the

electrogram as these periods are not between activations.

(d) For each electrogram, the computer system finds all the sequences of contiguous

marked samples that are longer than a third specified window (minimum

fractionation duration).

(e) The computer system categorizes the electrogram according to the following

rules:

If samples are marked, the electrogram has no activation.

If a contiguous marked sequence longer than the minimum fractionation duration

exists, the electrogram is fractionated.

If one contiguous unmarked sequence longer than the minimum distinct activation

separation exists between marked samples, the electrogram has a double deflection.

If more than one contiguous unmarked sequence longer than the minimum distinct

activation separation exists between marked samples, the electrogram has multiple

deflections.

Otherwise, the electrogram is a normal activation.

FIG. 12 depicts this process for an electrogram with three deflections. "U" is the

unipolar and "B" is the bipolar electrogram. The first and second step of the method above

mark the electrogram samples within the tall boxes because some of those samples exceed the

activation threshold. The third step segments out the three short boxes. The last of these is

discarded because it is at the end of the cycle. Since two sufficiently long period of no

activation exist, the method annotates this electrogram as a multiple deflection.

Because this annotation is intended to focus attention on specific sites for manual

inspection, false positives for double deflections, multiple deflections, and fractionation



should be minimized. One method of reducing the false positive rate is to use a higher

activation threshold (the multiple activation threshold) when marking samples for these

annotations. This threshold may be determined by scaling the activation threshold by an

adjustable ratio. Furthermore, the annotation criteria for no activation, fractionation, and

counting deflections need not be the same.

User Input Propagation

Automatic methods may not always annotate electrograms in the way desired by users.

Therefore, user input in the form of manual annotation may be provided in addition to the

annotations automatically generated by the computer system. A manual annotation is also

designated manual override, because it locally overrides the computers automated decision.

Because neighboring electrograms are likely to be similarly annotated, propagation of manual

overrides to neighboring electrograms by the computer system can dramatically reduce the

number of electrograms that must be manually annotated.

Two types of manual overrides that can be automatically propagated by the computer

system include categorical annotation overrides such as tagging as no activation and value

annotation overrides such as changing activation time.

Categorical Annotation Overrides

For this type of override, a categorical annotation such as no activation, double

deflection, or fractionation is changed from the original automatically generated annotation by

the user for a particular electrogram. The override may specify normal activation to remove an

automatic categorization such as double deflection that was incorrectly determined. The

computer system applies the same categorical annotations to neighboring electrograms (e.g.,

spatially correlated electrograms) with similar characteristics.

Propagating categorical overrides includes three functions:

(a) Electrogram clustering,

(b) Electrogram annotation method change and

(c) Conflict resolution rule.



Electrogram clustering

Electrogram clustering for categorical overrides can use the same methods as

described above for the spatial consistency method. Since each categorical override is

manually determined, a separate radius of influence could be specified for each override. For

example, a separate distance to the specified measured signal could be specified for each

override.

Electrogram annotation method change

To bias the automatic annotation system towards the manual override near the

overridden electrogram, some aspect of the automatic annotation system must be changed for

the neighboring electrograms. Two basic approaches exist for this alteration: locally altering

annotation criteria such as the activation threshold and locally altering the confidences used

by the spatial consistency method.

For the approach of changing annotation criteria, for each type of categorical override

the computer system adjusts annotation criteria in an appropriate way for electrograms within

the associated cluster. This degree of the adjustment may be adjustable and the strength of this

adjustment can be a function of distance from the overridden electrogram. One possible set of

modification methods is as follows:

For a no activation override, the computer system increases the activation threshold

(and, if implemented, the multiple activation threshold) for neighboring electrograms by an

adjustable percentage that declines as a function of distance between the overridden location

and the neighbors. The computer system then re-determines the annotations for the

neighboring electrograms based on the adjusted activation threshold.

For a double deflection, multiple deflection, or fractionation override, the computer

system decreases the activation threshold (and, if implemented, the multiple activation

threshold) for neighboring electrograms by an adjustable percentage that declines as a

function of distance. The computer system then re-determines the annotations for the

neighboring electrograms based on the adjusted activation threshold.



For a normal activation override, the computer system decreases the activation

threshold (and, if implemented, increase the multiple activation threshold) for neighboring

electrograms by an adjustable percentage that declines as a function of distance. The computer

system then re-determines the annotations for the neighboring electrograms based on the

adjusted activation threshold.

Numerous functions may be used to change the adjustment amount as a function of

distance. One such function is one plus cosine of π times the ratio of the distance between the

electrograms and the maximum distance included in the cluster.

For all of these adjustments, an alternative to applying a fixed adjustment is to find the

appropriate activation threshold to qualify the overridden electrogram for the selected

category, and then apply a distance attenuated version of that threshold to the neighboring

electrograms.

The approach of changing confidences works similarly to the approach of changing

annotation criteria except the confidences are adjusted as follows:

For electrograms near a no activation override, if the confidence is above an adjustable

threshold, the confidence is not changed by the computer system and the electrogram is

considered as activated and is timed normally. If the confidence is below the threshold, the

confidence is set to zero by the computer system and the electrogram is considered as not

activated.

For electrograms near an activation override that were determined to be activating by

the automatic system, the electrogram is treated normally except the timing annotation may be

adjusted by the methods described below for value annotation overrides.

For electrograms near an activation override that were determined to not be activating

by the automatic system, the electrogram is considered to have small, uniform confidence.

This forces the electrogram to be timed by the computer system in a way that is consistent

with the neighboring electrograms that have activation. If spatial consistency is not enabled,

the electrogram is annotated at the largest annotation candidate, even if that sample does not

exceed threshold.



Conflict resolution rule

Conflict resolution is necessary when an electrogram is within the neighborhoods of

two or more possibly inconsistent categorical overrides. The conflict resolution rule

determines how the computer system combines the multiple overrides to effect electrograms

within their radii of influence and/or their set distances.

One method is to simply have the computer system consider the closest override and

ignore the rest when annotating each electrogram,

A second method is to have the computer system combine the effects of the overrides

on either the activation thresholds or the confidences according to a function such as inverse

distance weighting.

Value Annotation Overrides

For this type of override, an annotation with a range of possible values such as

activation time is manually set for a particular electrogram. Neighboring electrograms with

similar characteristics should be influenced by the overridden annotation (e.g., the computer

system determines the annotation for the neighboring electrograms based in part on the

override). For example, a region may have numerous electrograms with similar double

deflections. When the user manually moves the activation time from one deflection to another,

the computer system should modify the surrounding electrograms to follow suit.

This problem is closely related to the spatial consistency. One way of solving this

problem is by extending the spatial consistency method to respect manual annotations. This

extension can be made by preceding the first step of the annotation adjustment method given

for spatial consistency with the following steps:

For each overridden electrogram, the computer system sets the confidence to the

highest possible level at the overridden sample and sets all other confidence values to no

confidence. This prevents the overridden annotation from changing.

For neighboring electrograms that are not activating according to the automatic

criteria, the computer system sets the confidence to a small, uniform value and initialize the



annotation with the override value. This ensures the electrogram is timed consistently with

surrounding points because it can change freely away from the initial value.

For neighboring electrograms that are activating according to the automatic criteria,

the computer system uses a biased confidence for all computations and optionally initializes

the annotation at the highest confidence sample within a given window around the override

value. This starts the annotation close to the override and increases the likelihood that the

annotation will stay close to the override but still allows the annotation to move back to the

unbiased value if that activation is sufficiently strong.

The biased confidences are the automatic confidences adjusted by the computer

system to account for the neighboring manual overrides. A number of functions could be used

to compute the biased confidence. One such function is adding to the baseline confidence a

value that starts with an adjustable base strength and attenuates that strength as a function of

distance from the override and time difference between the sample associated with the

confidence and the override value. The attenuation functions could be of many forms; one

form is a raised cosine of the ratio of the distance or time difference to the maximum distance

or time difference.

An example of this process is shown FIG. 13. "Ul" and "U2" are neighboring unipolar

electrograms. Manual annotation of U2 from the automatically selected early time to the later

time (step #1) will increase the confidence associated with the smaller minima in the d(Ul)

trace (step #2), thereby adjusting the timing of U l to the later time (step #3).

Surface Map Interpolation

Once surface data has been annotated, the computer system displays the surface data

to the operator. For example, the annotated data may be presented in color or using any of a

number of textures on surface geometry. In the case of using an inverse Laplace operator to

generate map surface data, the resultant dataset can have values on every point on the surface

geometry and no further surface interpolation is necessary.

In the case of using finding points on the chamber, a surface interpolation scheme may

be necessary. For example, surface interpolation may take all annotation values in the surface



map data and provide an interpolate value for them on each of the vertices used to represent

the surface. The surface interpolation can follow any of a number of schemes including 3D

Kriging, or Mean Value Interpolation explained in Tao Ju, Scott Schaefer, and Joe Warren.

2005. Mean value coordinates for closed triangular meshes. ACM Trans. Graph. 24, 3 (July

2005), 561-566.

Representative System

FIG. 14 shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a non-contact

system 200. The non-contact system 200 includes a moveable catheter 210 having multiple

spatially distributed electrodes. During the signal acquisition stage of the non-contact

mapping procedure the catheter 210 is displaced to multiple locations within the heart

chamber into which catheter 210 is inserted.

In some embodiments the distal end of the catheter 210 is fitted with multiple

electrodes spread somewhat uniformly over the catheter. For example, the electrodes may be

mounted on the catheter 210 following a 3D olive shape. The electrodes are mounted on a

device capable of deploying the electrodes into the desired shape while inside the heart, and

retracting the electrodes when the catheter is removed from the heart. To allow deployment

into a 3D shape in the heart, electrodes may be mounted on a balloon, or shape memory

material such as Nitinol.

At each of the locations to which the catheter 210 is moved, the catheter's multiple

electrodes acquire signals resulting from the electrical activity in the heart cavity.

Consequently, reconstructing and presenting to a user (such as a doctor and/or technician)

physiological data pertaining to the heart's electrical activity may be based on information

acquired at multiple locations, thereby providing a more accurate and faithful reconstruction

of physiological behavior of the endocardium surface. The acquisition of signals at multiple

catheter locations in the heart chamber enables the catheter to effectively act as a "mega-

catheter" whose effective number of electrodes and electrode span is proportional to the

product of the number of locations in which signal acquisition is performed and the number of

electrodes the catheter has.



To enhance the quality of the reconstructed physiological information at the

endocardium surface, in some embodiments the catheter 210 is moved to more than three

locations (for example, more than 5, 10, or even 50 locations) within the heart chamber.

Further, the spatial range over which the catheter is moved may be larger than one third (1/3)

of the diameter of the heart cavity (for example, larger than 35%, 40%, 50% or even 60% of

the diameter of the heart cavity). Additionally, in some embodiments the reconstructed

physiological information is computed based on signals measured over several heart beats,

either at a single catheter location within the heart chamber or over several locations. In

circumstances where the reconstructed physiological information is based on multiple

measurements over several heart beats, the measurements are synchronized with one another

so that the measurement are performed at approximately the same phase of the heart cycle.

The signal measurements over multiple beats can be synchronized based on features detected

from physiological data such as surface ECG or intracardiac electrograms.

Non-contact mapping system 200 further includes the processing unit 220 which

performs several of the operations pertaining to the non-contact mapping procedure, including

the reconstruction procedure to determine the physiological information at the endocardium

surface (e.g., as described above). To expedite the computational operations performed by the

non-contact mapping system 200, the processing unit 220 can compute, generally prior to the

insertion of the catheter into the heart chamber and/or before signal acquisition by the

catheter's electrodes has commenced, transformation functions that can be used in real-time to

facilitate the reconstruction process. Once the catheter 210 is inserted and is displaced to a

particular location in the heart chamber, the mapping procedure can be performed

expeditiously by computing in real-time those transformation components that were not

computed ahead of the signal acquisition stage, and combining those components with the

appropriate pre-processed transformation components to obtain the overall transformation

function(s). That overall transformation function is applied to the acquired raw data to

perform the inverse reconstruction operation.

The processing unit 220 also performs a catheter registration procedure. The location

of the catheter 210 inserted into the heart chamber can be determined using a conventional

sensing and tracking system (not shown) that provide the 3D spatial coordinates of the

catheter and/or its multiple electrodes with respect to the catheter's coordinate system as



established by the sensing and tracking system. However, to perform the mapping procedure

and reconstruct physiological information on the endocardium surface, it is necessary to align

the coordinate system of the catheter 210 with the endocardium surface's coordinate system.

The processing unit 220 (or some other processing module of system 200) determines a

coordinate system transformation function that transforms the 3D spatial coordinates of the

catheter's locations into coordinates expressed in terms of the endocardium surface's

coordinate system, or vice-versa.

The processing unit 220 also performs post-processing operations on the reconstructed

physiological information to extract and display useful features of the information to the

operator of the system 200 and/or other persons (e.g., a physician).

As further shown in FIG. 8, the signals acquired by the multiple electrodes of catheter

210 are passed to the processing unit 220 via the signal conditioning module 240. The signal

conditioning module 240 receives the signals communicated from the catheter 210 and

performs signal enhancement operations on the signals before they are forwarded to the

processing unit 220. Signal conditioning hardware is used to amplify, filter and continuously

sample intracardiac potential measured by each electrode. The intracardiac signals typically

have a maximum amplitude of 60mV, with a mean of a few millivolts. In some embodiments

the signals are bandpass filtered in a frequency range (e.g., 0.5-500Hz) and sampled with

analog to digital converters (e.g., with 15-bit resolution at 1kHz). To avoid interference with

electrical equipment in the room, the signal can be filtered to remove the frequency

corresponding to the power supply (e.g., 60 Hz). Other types of signal processing operations

such as spectral equalization, automatic gain control, etc. may also take place. The resultant

processed signals are forwarded by the module 240 to the processing unit 220 for further

processing.

As further shown in FIG. 14, the non-contact mapping system 200 also includes

peripheral devices such as printer 250 and/or display device270, both of which are

interconnected to the processing unit 220. Additionally, the mapping system 200 includes

storage device 260 that is used to store data acquired by the various interconnected modules,

including the volumetric images, raw data measured by electrodes and the resultant

endocardium representation computed there from, the partially computed transformations



used to expedite the mapping procedures, the reconstructed physiological information

corresponding to the endocardium surface, etc.

Other Embodiments

The methods and systems described herein are not limited to a particular hardware or

software configuration, and may find applicability in many computing or processing

environments. The methods and systems can be implemented in hardware, or a combination

of hardware and software, and/or can be implemented from commercially available modules

applications and devices. Where the implementation of the systems and methods described

herein is at least partly based on use of microprocessors, the methods and systems can be

implemented in one or more computer programs, where a computer program can be

understood to include one or more processor executable instructions. The computer

program(s) can execute on one or more programmable processors, and can be stored on one or

more storage medium readable by the processor (including volatile and non-volatile memory

and/or storage elements), one or more input devices, and/or one or more output devices. The

processor thus can access one or more input devices to obtain input data, and can access one

or more output devices to communicate output data. The input and/or output devices can

include one or more of the following: Random Access Memory (RAM), Redundant Array of

Independent Disks (RAID), floppy drive, CD, DVD, magnetic disk, internal hard drive,

external hard drive, memory stick, or other storage device capable of being accessed by a

processor as provided herein, where such aforementioned examples are not exhaustive, and

are for illustration and not limitation.

The computer program(s) can be implemented using one or more high level procedural

or object-oriented programming languages to communicate with a computer system; however,

the program(s) can be implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. The

language can be compiled or interpreted. The device(s) or computer systems that integrate

with the processor(s) can include, for example, a personal computer(s), workstation (e.g., Sun,

HP), personal digital assistant (PDA), handheld device such as cellular telephone, laptop,

handheld, or another device capable of being integrated with a processor(s) that can operate as

provided herein. Accordingly, the devices provided herein are not exhaustive and are

provided for illustration and not limitation.



References to "a microprocessor" and "a processor", or "the microprocessor" and "the

processor," can be understood to include one or more microprocessors that can communicate

in a stand-alone and/or a distributed environment(s), and can thus be configured to

communicate via wired or wireless communications with other processors, where such one or

more processor can be configured to operate on one or more processor-controlled devices that

can be similar or different devices. Furthermore, references to memory, unless otherwise

specified, can include one or more processor-readable and accessible memory elements and/or

components that can be internal to the processor-controlled device, external to the processor-

controlled device, and can be accessed via a wired or wireless network using a variety of

communications protocols, and unless otherwise specified, can be arranged to include a

combination of external and internal memory devices, where such memory can be contiguous

and/or partitioned based on the application. Accordingly, references to a database can be

understood to include one or more memory associations, where such references can include

commercially available database products (e.g., SQL, Informix, Oracle) and also proprietary

databases, and may also include other structures for associating memory such as links, queues,

graphs, trees, with such structures provided for illustration and not limitation.

Accordingly, other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for providing information about a patient's heart, the method comprising:

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles;

generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured signals by applying

one or more operators to the measured signals to identify at least one of regions of the heart

having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the heart

having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and regions of the heart

having no activation; and

generating, by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart

that includes at least some of the annotation information.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein:

generating the annotation information comprises applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect double deflections; and

generating the electroanatomical representation comprises identifying regions of double

deflections.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein:

generating the annotation information comprises applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect fractionation; and

generating the electroanatomical representation comprises identifying regions of

fractionation.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein:

generating the annotation information comprises applying an algorithm to the measured

signals to detect no activation; and

generating the electroanatomical representation comprises identifying regions of no

activation.



5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified

measured signal; and

modifying, by the computer, annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals based on the change.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein modifying the annotation information for one or

more additional measured signals comprises automatically adjusting annotation information for

one or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information based on a specified electrogram and spatially or temporally

neighboring electrograms.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at

one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location

corresponding to the specific location.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured at one

or more previous beats at the same electrode.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes into the heart cavity;

moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart cavity.



12. The method of claim 1, further comprising synchronizing the signals measured at

the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the treatment comprises ablation of one or more

selected regions of the heart.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the treatment comprises cell therapy, gene

therapy, or the application of other biological agents.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising selecting a subset of less than all of the

signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

17. A method for providing information about a patient's heart, the method comprising:

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles;

generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured signals by applying

one or more operators on a specified measured signal and spatially or temporally neighboring

measured signals; and

generating, by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart

that includes at least some of the annotation information.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

applying one or more operators to the measured signals to identify at least one of regions of the

heart having double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the

heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and regions of the heart

having no activation.



19. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

receiving from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified

measured signal; and

modifying, by the computer, annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals based on the change.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein modifying the annotation information comprises

automatically modifying the annotation information by the computer.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein modifying the annotation information for one or

more additional measured signals comprises automatically adjusting annotation information for

one or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the measured signals in spatial proximity to the

specified measured signal comprise signals at positions within a set distance to the specified

measured signal.

23. The method of claim 17, wherein the signals measured at the one or more

electrodes comprise electrograms.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

receiving from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified

electrogram; and

automatically, by the computer, adjusting the annotation information for other

electrograms based on the operator change to the annotation information for the specified

electrogram.

25. The method of claim 17, wherein spatially neighboring electrograms comprise

electrograms within a predefined distance.



26. The method of claim 17, wherein generating the annotation information comprises:

for electrograms including multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple

deflections based on timing information for the multiple deflections and timing information for

deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms; and

using the selected deflection to determine the annotation information.

27. The method of claim 17, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific location and signals measured at

one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial proximity to the electrode location

corresponding to the specific location.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein one or more additional electrodes at locations

spatial proximity to the specific location comprise one or more additional electrodes within a

predefined distance to the specific location.

29. The method of claim 17, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information for a specific location of the endocardium based on the signals

measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific beat and signals measured at one

or more previous beats at the same electrode.

30. The method of claim 17, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

using spatial information about the positions at which the signals were measured to determine

local timing information.

31. The method of claim 17, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

32. The method of claim 17, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.



33. The method of claim 1, further comprising selecting a subset of less than all of the

signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

34. A system for providing information about patient's heart, the system comprising:

one or more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles; and

an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes, wherein the electronic

processor is configured to:

generate annotation information for the measured signals by applying one or more

operators to the measured signals to identify at least one of regions of the heart having

double deflections, regions of the heart having multiple deflections, regions of the heart

having fractionation, regions of the heart having double activation, and regions of the

heart having no activation; and

generate by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's

heart that includes at least some of the annotation information.

35. The system of claim 34, wherein:

the electronic processor is configured to generate the annotation information by applying

an algorithm to the measured signals to detect double deflections; and

the electronic processor is configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by

identifying regions of double deflections.

36. The system of claim 34, wherein:

the electronic processor is configured to generate the annotation information by applying

an algorithm to the measured signals to detect fractionation; and

the electronic processor is configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by

identifying regions of fractionation.

37. The system of claim 34, wherein:



the electronic processor is configured to generate the annotation information by applying

an algorithm to the measured signals to detect no activation; and

the electronic processor is configured to generate the electroanatomical representation by

identifying regions of no activation.

38. The system of claim 34, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

receive from an operator a change to the automatically generated annotation information

for a specified measured signal; and

modify annotation information for one or more additional measured signals based on the

change.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the electronic processor is configured to adjust the

annotation information for one or more additional measured signals by automatically adjusting

annotation information for one or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the

specified measured signal.

40. The system of claim 39, wherein the measured signals in spatial proximity to the

specified measured signal comprise signals at positions within a set distance to the specified

measured signal.

4 . The system of claim 34, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

receive from an operator a change to an activation time for a specified measured signal;

and

automatically adjust activation times for one or more additional measured signals based

on the operator change.

42. The system of claim 34, wherein at least some of the signals measured at the one or

more electrodes comprise electrograms.



43. The system of claim 42, wherein the electronic processor is configured to generate

the annotation information by generating annotation information based on a specified

electrogram and spatially or temporally neighboring electrograms.

44. The system of claim 42, wherein spatially neighboring electrograms comprise

electrograms within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

45. The system of claim 34, wherein the electronic processor is configured to generate

the annotation information by:

for electrograms including multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple

deflections based on timing information for the multiple deflections and timing information for

deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms; and

using the selected deflection to determine the annotation information.

46. The system of claim 45, wherein spatially neighboring electrograms comprise

electrograms within a set distance to the specified measured signal.

47. The system of claim 34, wherein the electronic processor is configured to generate

the annotation information by generating annotation information for a specific location of the

endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific

location and signals measured at one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial

proximity to the electrode location corresponding to the specific location.

48. The system of claim 34, wherein the electronic processor is configured to generate

the annotation information by generating annotation information for a specific location of the

endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the specific

beat and signals measured at one or more previous beats at the same electrode.

49. The system of claim 34, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.



50. A system for providing information about patient's heart, the system comprising:

one or more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles; and

an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes, wherein the electronic

processor is configured to:

generate annotation information for the measured signals by applying one or more

operators a specified measured signal and spatially or temporally neighboring measured signals;

and

generate an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart that includes at least

some of the annotation information.

51. The system of claim 50,wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

generating the annotation information by applying one or more operators to the measured signals

to identify at least one of regions of the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart

having multiple deflections, regions of the heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having

double activation, and regions of the heart having no activation.

52. The system of claim 50, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

receive from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified measured

signal; and

modify annotation information for one or more additional measured signals based on the

change.

53. The system of claim 52, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

adjust the annotation information for one or more additional measured signals by automatically

adjusting annotation information for one or more additional measured signals in spatial

proximity to the specified measured signal.



54. The system of claim 53, wherein the measured signals in spatial proximity to the

specified measured signal comprise signals at positions within a set distance to the specified

measured signal.

55. The system of claim 50, wherein the signals measured at the one or more

electrodes comprise electrograms.

56. The system of claim 55, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

receive from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified

electrogram; and

automatically adjust the annotation information for other electrograms based on the

operator change to the annotation information for the specified electrogram.

57. The system of claim 50, wherein spatially neighboring electrograms comprise

electrograms within a predefined distance.

58. The system of claim 56, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

generate the annotation information by:

for electrograms including multiple deflections, selecting a deflection of the multiple

deflections based on timing information for the multiple deflections and timing information for

deflections in spatially neighboring electrograms; and

using the selected deflection to determine the annotation information.

59. The system of claim 50 , wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

generate the annotation information by generating annotation information for a specific location

of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the

specific location and signals measured at one or more additional electrodes at locations in spatial

proximity to the electrode location corresponding to the specific location.



60. The system of claim 59, wherein one or more additional electrodes at locations in

spatial proximity to the specific location comprise one or more additional electrodes within a

predefined distance to the specific location.

6 1. The system of claim50, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

generate the annotation information by generating annotation information for a specific location

of the endocardium based on the signals measured at an electrode location corresponding to the

specific beat and signals measured at one or more previous beats at the same electrode.

62. The system of claim 50, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

generate the annotation information using spatial information about the positions at which the

signals were measured to determine local timing information.

63. The system of claim 50, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

64. A method for providing information about a patient's heart, the method comprising:

measuring signals from one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the heart cavity in

response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity over multiple heart beat cycles;

generating, by a computer, annotation information for the measured signals by applying

one or more operators to the measured signals; and

receiving from an operator a change to the annotation information for a specified

measured signal; and

modifying, by the computer, annotation information for one or more additional measured

signals based on the change; and

generating, by the computer, an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart

that includes at least some of the annotation information and at least some of the modified

annotation information.



65. The method of claim 64, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

identifying at least one of regions of the heart having double deflections, regions of the heart

having multiple deflections, regions of the heart having fractionation, regions of the heart having

double activation, and regions of the heart having no activation.

66. The method of claim 64, wherein modifying the annotation information for one or

more additional measured signals comprises automatically adjusting annotation information for

one or more additional measured signals in spatial proximity to the specified measured signal.

67. The method of claim 64, wherein modifying the annotation information for one or

more additional measured signals comprises automatically adjusting annotation information for

one or more additional measured signals in temporal proximity to the specified measured signal.

68. The method of claim 64, wherein generating the annotation information comprises

generating annotation information based on a specified electrogram and spatially or temporally

neighboring electrograms.

69. The method of claim 64, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

70. The method of claim 64, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

7 1. The method of claim 64, further comprising synchronizing the signals measured at

the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

72. The method of claim 64, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.



73 . The method of claim 72, wherein the treatment comprises ablation of one or more

selected regions of the heart.

74. The method of claim 72, wherein the treatment comprises cell therapy, gene

therapy, or the application of other biological agents.

75. The method of claim 64, further comprising selecting a subset of less than all of

the signals and generating an electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

selected subset of less than all of the signals.

76. A method for providing an electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart, the

method comprising:

measuring signals at one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the patient's heart

cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat cycles, at least some of the signals being

in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity;

applying an algorithm to one or more specific signals of the measured signals to

determine a triggering event in the specific signal;

synchronizing, by the computer, the signals measured at the one or more electrodes with

one another according to a heart beat cycle based on the triggering event; and

generating, by the computer, the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart

based on the synchronized measured signals and positions of the catheter electrodes.

77. The method of claim 76, wherein applying the algorithm to the specific signal to

determine the triggering event comprises:

selecting portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering event based

on a second, different signal of the measured signals.

78. The method of claim 77, wherein selecting portions of the specific signal comprises

selecting portions of the specific signal to exclude from processing.



79. The method of claim 77, wherein selecting portions of the specific signal comprises

selecting portions of the specific signal to include in processing.

80. The method of claim 77, further comprising:

processing the second signal to determine an event corresponding in time to a potential

undesired triggering event in the specific signal; and

wherein selecting portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering

event comprises selecting a portion of the specific signal that excludes the time period including

the potential false triggering event.

81. The method of claim 76, wherein applying the algorithm to the one or more specific

signals to determine the triggering event comprises processing the specific signal using a sliding

window integration to generate a reference signal; and

analyzing the reference signal to determine the triggering event.

82. The method of claim 76, wherein applying the algorithm to the one or more specific

signals to determine the triggering event comprises processing the specific signal to generate a

representation of instantaneous energy; and

analyzing the representation of instantaneous energy to determine the triggering event.

83. The method of claim 76, wherein applying the algorithm to the one or more specific

signals to determine the triggering event comprises applying an algorithm to generate a

representation of the signal having reduced jitter; and

analyzing the representation of the signal having reduced jitter to determine the triggering

event.

84. The method of claim 76, wherein applying the algorithm to the one or more specific

signals to determine the triggering event comprises applying an algorithm to integrate the signal

over a window.



85. The method of claim 76, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

86. The method of claim 76, further comprising:

generating, by the computer, annotation information for the measured signals by applying

one or more algorithms to the measured signals.

87. The method of claim 86, further comprising conveying at least some of the

annotation information to the user.

88. The method of claim 76, further comprising:

inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes into the heart cavity;

moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart cavity.

89. The method of claim 88, wherein generating the electroanatomical representation of

the patient's heart comprises determining physiological information at multiple locations of the

endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by processing the

synchronized signals.

90. The method of claim 89, wherein processing the synchronized signals comprises

processing the synchronized signals as though they were obtained at one time.

9 1. The method of claim 76, wherein generating the electroanatomical representation

of the patient's heart comprises determining physiological information by processing the

measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating Laplace's

equation.

92. The method of claim 76, further comprising:

displaying at least a portion of the electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.



93. The method of claim 76, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

94. The method of claim 93, wherein the treatment comprises ablation of one or more

selected regions of the heart.

95. The method of claim 93, wherein the treatment comprises cell therapy, gene therapy,

or the application of other biological agents.

96. The method of claim 76, wherein generating the electroanatomical representation

of the patient's heart comprises determining physiological information at multiple locations of

the endocardium surface by applying a transformation function to the signals, wherein the

transformation function relates signals measured from at least some of the different positions in

the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple locations of the endocardium

surface.

97. The method of claim 96, wherein the determination of the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface further comprises determining

the transformation function by calculating a forward transformation for relating the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface to the signals measured for the

different positions of the catheter in the heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

98. The method of claim 76, further comprising:

selecting a subset of less than all of the signals;

wherein generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart comprises

generating the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected subset

of less than all of the signals.

99. A system for providing information about an electroanatomical representation of a

patient's heart, the system comprising:



one or more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the patient's heart

cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat cycles, at least some of the signals being

in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart cavity; and

an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes, wherein the electronic

5 processor is configured to:

apply an algorithm to one or more specific signals of the measured signals to determine a

triggering event in the specific signal;

synchronize the signals measured at the one or more electrodes with one another

according to a heart beat cycle based on the triggering event; and

o generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the

synchronized measured signals and positions of the catheter electrodes.

100. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply the

algorithm to the specific signal to determine the triggering event by selecting portions of the

5 specific signal to process to determine the triggering event based on a second, different signal of

the measured signals.

101 . The system of claim 100, wherein the electronic processor is configured to select

portions of the specific signal by selecting portions of the specific signal to exclude from

0 processing.

102. The system of claim 100, wherein the electronic processor is configured to select

portions of the specific signal by selecting portions of the specific signal to include in processing.

5 103. The system of claim 100, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

process the second signal to determine an event corresponding in time to a potential false

triggering event in the specific signal; and

select portions of the specific signal to process to determine the triggering event by

selecting a portion of the specific signal that excludes the time period including the potential

0 false triggering event.



104. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply the

algorithm to the one or more specific signals signal to determine the triggering event by

processing the specific signal using a sliding window integration to generate a reference signal;

and analyzing the reference signal to determine the triggering event,

105. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply the

algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering event by processing the

specific signal to generate a representation of instantaneous energy and analyzing the

representation of instantaneous energy to determine the triggering event.

106. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply the

algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering event by applying an

algorithm to generate a representation of the signal having reduced jitter and analyzing the

representation of the signal having reduced jitter to determine the triggering event.

107. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to apply the

algorithm to the one or more specific signals to determine the triggering event by applying an

algorithm to integrate the signal over a window and apply an operator to ensure the result of the

algorithm is positive.

108. The system of claim 99, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

109. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

comprising synchronize the signals measured at the multiple positions with one another

according to a heart beat cycle.

10. The system of claim 109, wherein the electronic processor is configured to generate

an electro anatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological

information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at

the multiple positions by processing the synchronized signals.



111. The system of claim 110, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological

information by processing the measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator

approximating Laplace's equation.

112. The system of claim 110, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

display at least a portion of the electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.

113. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological

information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation

function to the signals, wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least

some of the different positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple

locations of the endocardium surface.

114. The system of claim 113, wherein the determination of the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface further comprises determining

the transformation function by calculating a forward transformation for relating the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface to the signals measured for the

different positions of the catheter in the heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

115. The system of claim 99, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

select a subset of less than all of the signals and generating an electroanatomical representation

of the patient's heart based on the selected subset of less than all of the signals.

116. A method for providing information about an electroanatomical representation of a

patient's heart, the method comprising:



measuring signals at one or more electrodes at multiple positions in the patient's heart

cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat cycles, at least some of the signals being

in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart;

processing, by a computer, the measured signals to determine a metric for each of the

multiple heart beat cycles;

selecting, by the computer, a subset of the measured signals based on the metric

associated with the heart beat cycle; and

generating, by the computer, the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart

based on the selected subset of measured signals and positions of the electrodes.

117. The method of claim 116, wherein the metric comprises a beat metric.

118. The method of claim 116, wherein measuring signals at the one or more electrodes

comprises:

measuring a signal indicative of tissue proximity.

119. The method of claim 118, wherein the signal indicative of tissue proximity

comprises a force measurement.

1 0. The method of claim 18, wherein the signal indicative of tissue proximity

comprises an impedance measurement.

121. The method of claim 116, wherein:

processing the signals to determine a the metric comprises processing the signals to

determine a measure of tissue proximity; and

selecting the subset of the signals based on the metric comprises selecting the subset of

signals based on the measure of tissue proximity.

122. The method of claim 121, wherein selecting the subset of signals indicative of the

measure of tissue proximity comprises selecting signals within 3 mm of the endocardium

surface.



123. The method of claim 116, wherein measuring signals at the one or more electrodes

comprises:

measuring a force on a catheter.

124. The method of claim 116, wherein:

measuring the signals comprises measuring a signal indicative of contact with the

endocardium surface;

processing the signals to determine the metric comprises processing the signal indicative

of contact with the endocardium surface to determine a force measure; and

selecting the subset of the signals based on the metric comprises selecting the subset of

signals having a force measure within a predetermined range.

125. The method of claim 121, wherein selecting the subset of signals having a force

measure within a predetermined range comprises selecting signals having a force measure above

a first threshold and below a second threshold.

126. The method of claim 116, wherein the metric comprises an indication of contact

with the endocardium surface.

127. The method of claim 116, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of signal propagation; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

comprises selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with a desired signal

propagation.

128. The method of claim 116, wherein:

measuring the signals comprises measuring a first signal at a first electrode located in a

first stable location and measuring a second signal at a second electrode located in a second

stable location that is spaced apart from the first stable location;



processing the measured signals comprises determining a timing difference between

activations in the first signal and the second signal; and

selecting the subset of the measured signals comprises selecting the subset of signals

having a timing difference within a predetermined range.

129. The method of claim 116, wherein:

measuring the signals comprises measuring a first signal at a first electrode located in a

first stable location and measuring a second signal on at least one more electrode located in a

stable location that is spaced apart from the first stable location;

processing the measured signals comprises determining a metric relating the first signal

and the second signal; and

selecting the subset of the measured signals comprises selecting the subset of signals

having a metric within a predetermined range .

130. The method of claim 116, wherein selecting the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric comprises selecting a subset of the measured signals for beats during which

pacing capture occurred.

131. The method of claim 116, wherein:

measuring the signals comprises measuring a pacing signal and measuring a second

signal located in a stable location; and

processing measured signals comprises determining a timing difference between the

pacing signal and an activation in the second signal, the timing difference providing information

associated with capture of the pacing signal by the patient's heart.

132. The method of claim 116, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of ventricular activation; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

comprises selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence of

ventricular activation.



133. The method of claim 113, wherein:

the beat metric comprises an indication of a far field signal; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

comprises selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence of the far

field signal.

134. The method of claim 13, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of electrogram consistency for spatially correlated

signals, with the spatially correlated signals being measured at similar locations within the heart

cavity; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

comprises selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is within a

predetermined range.

135. The method of claim 116, wherein:

processing signals to determine a metric comprises processing location information

associated with the signals to determine signals measured at similar locations and processing the

signals measured at similar locations to determine a measure of similarity between the signals

measured at the similar locations; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals comprises selecting the

subset of signals based on the measure of similarity.

136. The method of claim 116, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of electrogram consistency for temporally related

signals; and

selecting, by the computer, the subset of the measured signals based on the metric

comprises selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is within a

predetermined range.

137. The method of claim 116, wherein processing the signals to determine the metric

comprises processing the signals to determine a measure of similarity between at least two



spatially correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of

signals based on the determined measure of similarity between the at least two spatially

correlated signals.

138. The method of claim 116, wherein processing the signals to determine the metric

comprises processing the signals to determine a measure of similarity between at least two

temporally correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals comprises selecting a subset of

signals based on the determined measure of similarity between the at least two temporally

correlated signals.

139. The method of claim 116, wherein the metric comprises an indication of rapid

changes in an electrogram.

140. The method of claim 116, wherein measuring the signals at one or more electrodes

comprises measuring the signals at one or more intracardiac electrodes in response to electrical

activity in the patient's heart cavity.

141. The method of claim 116, wherein further comprising displaying the

electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart.

142. The method of claim 116, further comprising:

inserting a catheter comprising the one or more electrodes into the heart cavity;

moving the catheter to each of multiple, different positions in the heart cavity.

143. The method of claim 116, further comprising synchronizing the signals measured at

the multiple positions with one another according to a heart beat cycle.

144. The method of claim 142, wherein generating the electroanatomical representation

of the patient' s heart comprises determining physiological information at multiple locations of



the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at the multiple positions by processing

the synchronized signals.

145. The method of claim 143, wherein processing the synchronized signals comprises

processing the synchronized signals as though they were obtained at one time.

146. The method of claim 116, wherein generating the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart comprises determining physiological information by

processing the measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator approximating

Laplace's equation.

147. The method of claim 116, further comprising:

displaying at least a portion of the electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.

148. The method of claim 116, further comprising using the electroanatomical

representation of a patient's heart to guide treatment of the heart cavity.

149. The method of claim 148, wherein the treatment comprises ablation of one or

more selected regions of the heart.

150. The method of claim 149, wherein the treatment comprises cell therapy, gene

therapy, or the application of other biological agents.

151. The method of claim 116, wherein generating the electroanatomical

representation of the patient's heart comprises determining physiological information at multiple

locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation function to the signals,

wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least some of the different

positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple locations of the

endocardium surface.



152. The method of claim 116, wherein generating the electroanatomical representation

of the patient's heart comprises generating the electroanatomical representation based on the

selected subset of measured signals and positions of the electrodes with respect to the

endocardium surface.

153. A system for providing information about an electroanatomical representation of a

patient's heart, the system comprising:

one or more electrodes for measuring signals at multiple positions in the patient's heart

cavity over a time period including multiple heart beat cycles, at least some of the signals being

in response to electrical activity in the patient's heart; and

an electronic processor coupled to the one or more electrodes, wherein the electronic

processor is configured to:

process the measured signals to determine a metric for each of the multiple heart beat

cycles;

select a subset of the measured signals based on the metric associated with the heart beat

cycle; and

generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart based on the selected

subset of measured signals and positions of the electrodes.

154. The system of claim 153, wherein the metric comprises a beat metric.

155. The system of claim 153, wherein at least one of the one or more electrodes is

configured to measure a signal indicative of tissue proximity.

156. The system of claim 155, wherein the signal indicative of tissue proximity

comprises a force measurement.

157. The system of claim 155, wherein the signal indicative of tissue proximity

comprises an impedance measurement.

158. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:



process the signals to determine a the metric by processing the signals to determine a

measure of tissue proximity; and

select the subset of the signals based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals

based on the measure of tissue proximity.

159. The system of claim 156, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

select the subset of signals indicative of the measure of tissue proximity by selecting signals

within about 3 mm of the endocardium surface.

160. The system of claim 156 wherein at least one of the one or more electrodes is

configured to measure a force on a catheter.

161. The system of claim 153, wherein:

at least one of the one or more electrodes is configured to measure a signal indicative of

contact with the endocardium surface;

the electronic processor is further configured to process the signals to determine the

metric by processing the signal indicative of contact with the endocardium surface to determine a

force measure and select the subset of the signals based on the metric by selecting the subset of

signals having a force measure within a predetermined range.

162. The system of claim 161, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

select the subset of signals having a force measure within a predetermined range by selecting

signals having a force measure above a first threshold and below a second threshold.

163. The system of claim 161, wherein the metric comprises an indication of contact

with the endocardium surface.

164. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of signal propagation; and



the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with a normal

signal propagation.

165. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the one or more electrodes include a first electrode located in a first stable location

configured to measure a first signal and a second electrode located in a second stable location

that is spaced apart from the first stable location configured to measure a second signal;

wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

process the measured signals by determining a timing difference between activations in

the first signal and the second signal; and

select the subset of the measured signals by selecting the subset of signals having a

timing difference within a predetermined range.

66. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

select the subset of the measured signals based on the metric by selecting a subset of the

measured signals for beats during which capture of a pacing signal occurred.

167. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the one or more electrodes include electrodes configured to measure a pacing signal and a

second signal located in a stable location; and

the electronic processor is further configured to process measured signals by determining

a timing difference between the pacing signal and an activation in the second signal, the timing

difference providing information associated with capture of the pacing signal by the patient's

heart.

168. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of ventrical activation; and

the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence

of ventricular activation.



169. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the beat metric comprises an indication of a far field signal; and

the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having metrics associated with the absence

of the far field signal.

170. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of electrogram consistency for spatially correlated

signals, with the spatially correlated signals being measured at similar locations within the heart

cavity; and

the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is

within a predetermined range.

171. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to:

select process the signals to determine the metric by processing location information

associated with the signals to determine signals measured at similar locations and processing the

signals measured at similar locations to determine a measure of similarity between the signals

measured at the similar locations; and

select the subset of the measured signals comprises selecting the subset of signals based

on the measure of similarity.

172. The system of claim 153, wherein:

the metric comprises an indication of electrogram consistency for temporally related

signals; and

the electronic processor is further configured to select the subset of the measured signals

based on the metric by selecting the subset of signals having an electrogram consistency that is

within a predetermined range.



173. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

process the signals to determine the metric by processing the signals to determine a measure of

similarity between at least two spatially correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals

comprises selecting a subset of signals based on the determined measure of similarity between

the at least two spatially correlated signals.

174. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

process the signals to determine the metric by processing the signals to determine a measure of

similarity between at least two temporally correlated signals and selecting the subset of signals

comprises selecting a subset of signals based on the determined measure of similarity between

the at least two temporally correlated signals.

175. The system of claim 153, wherein the metric comprises an indication of rapid

changes in an electrogram.

176. The system of claim 153, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise one or more

electrodes on an intracardiac catheter.

177. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

comprising synchronize the signals measured at the multiple positions with one another

according to a heart beat cycle.

178. The system of claim 177, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generatean electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological

information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface based on the measured signals at

the multiple positions by processing the synchronized signals.

179. The system of claim 175, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological



information by processing the measured signals based at least in part on a mathematical operator

approximating Laplace's equation.

180. The system of claim 176, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

display at least a portion of the electroanatomical representation of a patient's heart.

181. The system of claim 153, wherein the electronic processor is configured to

generate the electroanatomical representation of the patient's heart by determining physiological

information at multiple locations of the endocardium surface by applying a transformation

function to the signals, wherein the transformation function relates signals measured from at least

some of the different positions in the heart cavity to the physiological information at the multiple

locations of the endocardium surface.

182. The system of claim 181, wherein the determination of the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface further comprises determining

the transformation function by calculating a forward transformation for relating the physiological

information at the multiple locations of the endocardium surface to the signals measured for the

different positions of the catheter in the heart cavity and inverting the forward transformation.

183. The system of claim 53, wherein the electronic processor is further configured to

select a subset of less than all of the signals and generating an electroanatomical representation

of the patient's heart based on the selected subset of less than all of the signals.
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